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Alcohol links 
40 arrests 
Students cited over weekend 
by Teresa Tarantino 
staff reporter 
Students out to have a good 
time, combined with the warm 
weather, made it a busy week- 
end for University and city po- 
lice officers. Between Friday 
and Sunday more than 40 stu- 
dents in Bowling Green were 
cited for violations of Ohio's 
open container and disorderly 
conduct laws. 
The high number of such vio- 
lations is causing concern 
among University and city po- 
lice officials. William Bess, di- 
rector of Public Safety, said 
students should make them- 
selves aware of the conse- 
quences of their actions and 
make an effort to handle alcohol 
in a responsible manner. 
The state law on open con- 
tainers reads that it is Illegal to 
possess an open container of 
beer or intoxicating liquor in 
any public place. Open con- 
tainers can include bottles, cans 
or cups of alcoholic beverages. 
Violation of the state's open 
container law, a misdemeanor, 
can result in a maximum fine of 
$100. 
During the weekend several 
18-vear-olds were cited for age 
violations, in addition to open 
container violations. In Ohio, the 
legal drinking age is 19 for beer 
and 21 for wine and hard liquor. 
AN AGE violation occurs 
when a person under the age of 
19 buys or attempts to buy Deer 
or liquor, or consumes beer or 
liquor. The penalty for such a 
violation is a maximum sen- 
tence of six months in jail and a 
maximum $1,000 fine. 
Alcohol use often results in 
disorderly conduct offenses, 
according to Bowling Green City 
Police Chief Galen Ash. Disor- 
derly conduct charges, includ- 
ing recklessly causing an 
inconvenience or annoyance and 
loud parties can carry a 30-day jail term and a $250 fine. 
A related violation, disorderly 
conduct while intoxicated, car- 
ries a maximum sentence of 30 
days in jail and $50 fine. 
Ash said the major problem 
with open containers arises 
when people search for ways to 
dispose of them. 
"When open containers are 
emptied they become missiles, 
litter and a health hazard," be 
said. "So often over the years we 
have had people hurt stepping 
on glass or having it get into an 
automobile tire and causing it to 
blow out." 
According to Ash, most open 
container violations are spur of 
the moment crimes. 
Dean Gerkens, manager of the 
University police division, said 
many students see the first 
weeks of classes as a time to test 
their wings. 
"MANY ARE away from 
home for the first time and they 
think that because they're in a 
college town they can do what 
they want," he said. 
Charlotte Starnes, coordinator 
of the University crime preven- 
tion division, said she spends 
much of the first weeks of 
classes educating students on 
the laws they are required to 
obey as residents of both the city 
and the University. 
"There's no way we'll ever 
stop them from drinking, but I 
wish they would give us their 
ideas on now we could cut down 
on all the violations," she said. 
"There has been an upward 
trend in alcohol related citations 
since the beginning of the se- 
mester." 
Gerkens said it is possible that 
some students come from states 
where there are no open con- 
tainer laws and they are not 
aware of Ohio's law. 
Most of the students cited by 
University officers were walk- 
ing around campus, returning 
from weekend parties or off- 
campus bars, he said. 
Phone problems 
not uncommon 
by Meg Tlerney 
staff reporter 
Now in its 21st day of opera- 
tion, the University's phone 
system is no lemon, accord- 
ing to Richard Stoner, direc- 
tor of Auxiliary Support 
Services. 
The University is experi- 
encing the same type of prob- 
lems with its new American 
Telephone and Telegraph 
(ATAT) system that one en- 
counters with any new prod- 
uctStoner said. 
"We haven't had any cata- 
strophic problems; it will just 
take time," Stoner said. 
Meanwhile, complaints 
about the phone system con- 
tinue. 
"We're still waiting for 
some of the phones to come 
in," Lynn Huber, assistant 
bursar, said. 
"I don't have all the fea- 
tures that the new system 
offers at this point so I don't 
know if it's going to be bet- 
ter," said Sharon Book, sec- 
retary of Archival Collections 
at the Library. 
Students are still having 
problems with the phone sys- 
tem, but they are devising 
ways to get around them. 
"WE WERE all sitting 
around watching 'Saturday 
Night Live' and the phone just 
fell off the wall," said Tom 
Huffman, freshman political 
science major, and Kerry 
Conrad, freshman pre-med 
technology major, both living 
inLowryHall. 
Huffman and Conrad re- 
solved the problem by putting 
in their own phone. "It's 
much more attractive," Huf- 
fman said. 
• See Phones page 6 
2 dead after British riot 
BIRMINGHAM, England 
(AP) - An angry crowd attacked 
Britain's law enforcement min- 
ister on yesterday when he vis- 
ited the scene of overnight 
rioting and arson that left two 
people dead in the country's 
second-largest city. 
The violence started Monday 
night in a confrontation between 
blacks and a policeman and 
ended with 50 shops destroyed. 
It was the worst rioting to hit 
Britain since 1981, when racial 
violence raged for two days in 
puts of London, Liverpool and 
Manchester   in  the   greatest 
breakdown of law and order in 
this century. 
Police and most politicians 
said there was no racial aspect 
to the flare-up, but blacks com- 
plained of police harassment. 
The violence began when a 
crowd attacked a motorcycle 
police officer who stopped a* 
driver to check whether the car 
was stolen, police said. 
Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher said she was "absolu- 
tely appalled" at the destruction 
and loss of life, and urged police 
and community leaders to work 
together to prevent further trou- 
ble. 
It's a hit BG News/ Joe PheUn 
With a mighty swing, Denlse Gretz, English and psychology major, connects during practice with the 
"Beef and Tuna" co-ed intramural Softball team near the B.A. Building yesterday. 
Reagan 
returns 
envoy 
U.S. urges 
apartheid 
negotiations 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP) - The American am- 
bassador returned to South 
Africa yesterday with a "very 
important message" from Pres- 
ident Reagan, and this country's 
leading business newspaper said 
the new U.S. economic sanctions 
show the white-minority regime 
has "pushed the world too far." 
U.S. Ambassador Herman 
Nickel told reporters at Jan 
Smuts Airport, "Negotiations 
have to be seen to be starting. 
Some of the features of the 
apartheid system have to be 
seen to be abolished. I think that 
is absolutely necessary." 
President Reagan withdrew 
Nickel nearly three months ago. 
Under apartheid. South Afri- 
ca's legal system of segregation, 
5 million whites rule 24 million 
voteless blacks. A year of anti- 
apartheid violence has killed 700 
people, mostly blacks. 
Nickel said Reagan had given 
him "a very important mes- 
sage" to deliver to South African 
President P.W. Botha, but he 
would not say what it was. 
THE AMBASSADOR returned 
a day after Reagan announced 
limited economic sanctions 
against South Africa. 
Business Day, an influential 
financial daily, said Reagan's 
economic sanctions were "more 
economically inconvenient than 
terminal." But it added, "1116 
most powerful leader in the 
Western world is giving South 
Africa a clear and unequivocal 
political message: reform must 
continue at a pace acceptable to 
the Western allies whether Pre- 
toria likes it or not." 
Anti-apartheid groups said the 
sanctions were cosmetic and 
inadequate. 
Foreign Ministers from the 10 
European Common Market 
countries, meeting in Luxem- 
bourg, denounced apartheid and 
nine of the 10 member countries 
agreed to a package of mildly 
punitive measures. 
City water project progresses 
Finish expected in '86 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
The city of Bowling Green's $3 
million investment in two water 
towers is showing noticable pro- 
gress if you've been near Carter 
Park lately. 
By November 1986, the dry 
will have over 3% million gal- 
lons of treated water stored in 
those towers in case of an emer- 
gency shortage. 
That's the expected time the 
western water tower will be 
operational, according to David 
Barber, city public works direc- 
tor. 
The Carter Park tower isto be 
painted in May and should be 
operational in June, he said. 
"We're implementing the 
master plan recommended in 
1975," Barber said. 
The plan, which was updated 
in 1983, highlighted the city's 
need for more water storage. 
If the 10-mile pipeline that now 
gives Bowling Green its water 
from the Maumee River broke, 
Barber said, the city would be 
without water within hours. 
The pipeline, which runs out 
Haskins Road, is 35 years old. 
The last time Bowling Green 
had any difficulty with It was in 
1979. Barber said the break took 
less than 24 hours to fix. 
WITH THE towers, he said the 
city would have enough reserve 
water in the two structures and 
the Manville tower to last for at 
least one day, if not two or three. 
Mayor Bruce Bellard said the 
addition of the towers would also 
equalise the water pressure 
throughout the city. He cited the 
western part of town as one 
example because they don't re- 
ceive city water but will when 
the towers are completed. 
"I really appreciate the fact 
that the Board of Utilities has 
taken a hold of this," Bellard 
said. "It takes a lot of decision 
making and soul searching." 
"When I ran for mayor one of 
my major platforms I proposed 
at that time was to increase 
water storage," he said. 
The tower in Carter Park has 
90 feet of construction finished 
on the shell, and Barber expects 
contractors to finish the entire 
exterior within 16 weeks, 
weather permitting. 
The Western tower, which will 
be located on Sand Ridge Road 
next to the Ohio Department of 
Transportation antenna, has vet 
to begin construction. Barber 
said he will probably receive 
two bids for the job on Sept. 24. 
NA-CON Services Inc., of 
Plainfield, 111., is expected to be 
one of the bidders. They are in 
charge of construction on the 
Carter Park tower. 
There will be three floors in 
the lower levels of the Carter 
Park tower, Barber said, and 
the city has plans to construct a 
multi-purpose theater in the 
ground floor which could seat up 
to 150 people. 
"Were not wasting space," 
Barber said. "It would be a 
shame to build all that and not 
make use of it" 
According to the current con- 
struction plans, there would be 
about 100 feet of clear space in 
the base of the Carter Park 
tower. The theater and additio- 
nal floors would use about 55 feet 
of that. 
Although Bellard and Barber 
both admitted they don't know 
where the money for the theater 
will come from. Barber said all 
electrical and plumbing outlets 
Photo/Peter FeQraan 
The tower located on Campbell Hill Road, will be over 180 feet tall and 
hold 1.5 million gallons of water, when completed. 
for the Carter Park tower have 
been designed with the theater 
in mind. 
Both structures will have 
"Bowling Green" and the dty 
seal printed on the bowl part 
each tower. They will also be 
lighted. 
"Normally,   people  put  big 
fences around water towers and 
isolate them but we want to 
dress ours up as much as possi- 
ble," Barber said. 
"They're not going to be unat- 
tractive when they're done " 
Bellard said. "They are more 
modern storage tana." 
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Bus an overdue idea 
The Student Express bus service, which is sched- 
uled to begin rolling Sept. 16, is a good idea. 
It's about time someone recognized a serious 
need in the city, a need for transportation. 
Many University students do not own cars and a 
great deal of those who do leave them at home 
because nearby parking is scarce, especially for 
residence hall dwellers. 
This leaves off-campus students, many of whom 
live 10 or more blocks away from campus, with a 
hike to classes. It also leaves students with a long 
walk to a distant uptown and makes it almost 
impossible to shop for groceries without borrowing 
a car. 
Mark Patton, his brother Steve, and Mike Mock 
realized there was a problem. They bought and 
renovated a used school bus and plan to run the 44- 
seat bus on routes through campus on weekdays 
and uptown on the weekends, charging 50 cents per 
ride. 
They covered the bases, too, talking to many 
University and city officials about the idea. 
Galen Ash, Bowling Green police chief, and Bill 
Bess, director of public safety at the University, 
both said the service would promote safety, de- 
creasing the chances for the commission of crimes. 
What does not make sense, however, is the fact 
that the weekend service will only run until mid- 
night. Most bar-goers would be coming home well 
past then. 
Mark Patton has said schedules and fees must 
still be worked out. Possibly the weekend hours 
could be stretched. 
Still, we congratulate the three entrepreneurs for 
taking a risk. Whether the service may expand and 
more buses and longer schedules may be added is 
up to the students. 
We hope they ride. 
A poetry prowess test 
by Doc Dohorty 
A prescription from the doctor 
(back after a one-week hi- 
atus!!!)... 
The lady who gave me this 
material also signs my pay- 
check, so I thought it might be 
wise if I did not reveal her 
identity. Okay, Diane? 
How well-read are you? This 
quiz, based on a poem by Robert 
•'My Friends Call Me Jack" 
Frost, can give you a clearer, 
much more comprehensive view 
of your own personality, espe- 
cially if you are familiar with 
the tens of thousands of quizzes 
like it printed every year in 
great American literature like 
^/ogue" and "Good Housekeep- 
ing.   Complete the following: 
'Two roads diverged, and I 
A) Took the one less travelled, 
and that made all the difference. 
I am hopelessly, helplessly lost. 
B) Took the one most travelled 
by, and that made all the differ- 
ence. I'm being followed!!! 
C) Troubled by indecision, died 
of old age. 
D) Made a new road, and that 
made all the difference. I am 
spending eight years in jail for 
breaking every zoning violation 
ever written. 
E) A and B, but not D, and only 
C if I'm watching reruns of Star 
Trek and drinking what I've told 
my mother is "Mello Yello." 
Onward... 
Philosophical thought for the 
week: When it starts to rain, 
why do people hundreds of miles 
from any decent shelter start to 
run randomly in some meaning- 
less direction, when they're al- 
ready soaking wet? 
This week's Classic Class- 
room Quote comes to us directly 
from my very own World Litera- 
ture class. The professor was 
defending some of the customs 
of the ancient Greeks, when he 
finally cracked, "They didn't 
have slaves, really. They just 
had servants who weren't al- 
lowed to leave." 
From the "rationalizing can 
be fun" department: my lab 
partner Blondie claims that she 
spent nearly two hours one night 
recently lying awake in bed try- 
ing to convince herself that she 
did not need, in fact, did not even 
want, a Milky Way bar before 
she went to bed. Proudly, she 
recalls, "I finally realized that I 
had conquered my desire, and I 
didn't have it. I had fourteen 
Oreos instead." 
Attention "Dune" fans! My 
good friend Ling Ho was ex- 
tremely dismayed last week 
when he learned that his 
younger brother had tossed his 
only copy of the Frank Herbert 
literary classic in a nearby 
swimming pool. Always able to 
find a silver lining, though, good 
ol' Ling concluded, "Well, at 
least Arrakis has enough water 
now." 
Running out of time ... run- 
ning out of space... running out 
So, until next time, remember 
the immortal words emblazoned 
on this week's classic door sign, 
coming to you directly from the 
door ofthe doctor's own resident 
advisor: "Lack of planning on 
your part does not constitute an 
emergency on my part." 
Mike "Doc" Doberty is a soph- 
omore English major from 
Bowling Green. 
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Survival of the smartest 
Offspring battle for Fathers' pride in game of life 
by Art Buchwald 
(While Art Buchwald is on 
vacation, we will continue to 
reprint some columns from the 
past.) 
One of the complaints kids 
voice today is that parents put 
too much pressure on them. I 
accidentally listened to such a 
discussion the other evening at 
Goldfarb's house. 
Young Goldfarb, aged 15, told 
his father he saw no reason to 
study such irrelevant subjects 
as math, language, science, his- 
tory and English. ■'Who needs it?" young Gold- 
farb said. 
"You need it," his father 
shouted. 
"Why?" young Goldfarb de- 
manded. 
"Because of Springfield. If I 
don't push you, Springfield's kid 
is going to get ahead of you in 
school. How would you like 
that?" 
"Who cares if Springfield's 
son gets ahead of me?" young 
Goldfarb said. 
"Springfield does, that's 
who,'' the older Goldfarb re- 
plied. "Oh, wouldn't he love it if 
he could say his kid was doing 
better than Goldfarb's." 
"You mean to say you've been 
leaning on me all this time be- 
cause you're in a contest with 
Springfield?" young Goldfarb 
said. 
"I didn't start it," the older 
Goldfarb said. "It was Spring- 
field who began pushing his kid 
first. Years ago, I heard Spring- 
field tell his kid, 'Never take 
second best. Go for all the mar- 
bles. Get out in front and show 
them what you can do." 
"When I heard this, I had no 
choice but to make you work 
your tail off. If you're mad at 
anyone, you should be mad at 
Springfield." 
"But Springfield's kid doesn't 
want to compete with me any 
more than I want to compete 
with him Why don't I call him 
up and tell him if he knocks off 
beating his brains out, I'll knock 
off beating my brains out?" 
"That would be Just fine," old 
Goldfarb said "But what about 
Ascarelli's kid?" 
"You think Ascarelli is going 
to stop pushing his kid just be- 
cause you two let up? And how 
about Bernheim's son? Bern- 
beim has already announced his 
kid is going to Yale. You want 
Bernheim's kid to go to Yale and 
you wind up at some community 
college in Florida?" 
"But don't you understand, 
Pop?" young Goldfarb said. 
"Ascarelli's son couldn't care 
less if he got ahead of us, and 
Bernheim's son doesn't give a 
damn whether he gets in Yale." 
Old man Goldfarb got up and 
took his son over to the window 
and pointed out to the flickering 
apartment lights across the Po- 
tomac. 
"If it was just one Springfield 
or one Bernheim, I would say, 
'Enjoy  yourself;   don't  break 
your back.' But out there, where 
you see those lights, are thou- 
sands and thousands of Spring- 
fields and Ascarellis and 
Bernheims, and do you know 
what they're saying to their kids 
tonight? They're saying, 'The 
only thing I want you to do is to 
beat Goldfarb/'. 
"All over America, the 
Springfields, Ascarellis and 
Bernheims are vowing to beat 
you out of a job, a sale, a taxi, a 
contract, a home, a wile. And do 
you know why they're doing it?" 
"No," said young Goldfarb. "I 
don't know why." 
"Because at this very moment 
they know I'm telling you to get 
them before they get you." 
"But if you stop, maybe they 
will," young Goldfarb said. 
"It's too late," the older Gold- 
farb said. "Springfield, Asca- 
relli and Bernheim are too 
ambitious for their sons to quit 
now. So be a nice boy and go do 
your homework." 
Art Buchwald is a syndicated 
columnist from the Los Angeles 
Times. 
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Letters 
Classified staff 
lacks self-respect 
Thank you BGSU classified 
employees! Thanks to the many 
of you who attended the convo- 
cation, Sept. 6, in the Grand 
Ballroom, we can all expect to 
receive the same treatment 
from the Board of Trustees in 
the future, such as the 4.3 per- 
cent pay increase for us vs. 15.9 
percent for the president of the 
University. 
We had an opportunity to show 
some solidarity, to send a mes- 
sage to the Board of Trustees 
that we can stand united, but, 
from the head count, it's appar- 
ent that too many of us 1) will 
sacrifice our self-respect for a 
couple of hours of paid time 
away from his/her job, 2) will do 
anything for free coffee and 
doughnuts, 3) don't have enough 
self-respect to be outraged about 
the inequity of the recent pay 
raises granted by the Trustees, 
and 4) are too oppressed and 
insecure to stand up for a prin- 
ciple and be counted. 
Why should the board of Trust- 
ees, or University administra- 
tors, take us seriously after 
this? Poor attendance at Fri- 
day's convocation would have 
sent a dear message to the 
Trustees, but, alas... I fear we 
are now "doomed," to repeat 
history. 
Some classified employees at- 
tended the convocation to "hear 
what President Olscamp had to 
say." Perhaps you could have 
read what was said in the news- 
' f know President Olscamp 
didn't grant himself his own pay 
raise, and he could hardly be 
expected to refuse it. Nonethe- 
less, you, who attended the con- 
vocation in droves, indicated to 
the Board of Trustees that what- 
ever they dish out, we'll take - 
without a whimper! 
Not everyone can make 
speeches or write letters to the 
editor. But if you, who attended 
the  convocation,  were  upset 
about the pay raise inequity and 
complained to co-workers, fam- 
ily, and friends, but did nothing 
to express your dissatisfaction 
in a public and meaningful way 
(such as by simply boycotting 
the convocation), don't bother to 
complain about the treatment 
we classified employees receive 
in the future. 
Patricia Wise 
Word Processing Specialist 
College of Education 
Strive for freedom 
I don't like the implications of 
Bill Melden's scenario of South 
Africa in the year 1999 (BG 
News, Sept S). 
He seems to think that the 
black South African struggle for 
freedom and abolishment of 
white minority rule is yet an- 
other Communist-inspired plot, 
complete with Castro and Gor- 
bachev as the opportunist mas- 
terminds waiting for the bill. 
(And wbere's Ortega? Can we 
assume "Democracy American- 
style" will reign once again in 
Nicaragua come 1999?) 
The right of all people to enjoy 
l equality is not 
something to be afraid of - it's 
something we all should strive 
for. 
Mary JoSpotU 
P.OBoxIM 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Sanctions decried 
Nice letter, Jay E. Smith (BG 
News, September 10), but you 
missed the entire point concern- 
ing economic sanctions and 
their lack of effect in foreign 
policy. 
President Reagan's decision 
Monday to bow to congressional 
pressure and impose economic 
sanctions represents a belief 
that one can best influence a 
country by not trading with a 
country. The U.S. has imposed 
sanctions or put restrictions on 
trade against Cuba, Poland, the 
Soviet Union and Nicaragua, to 
name a few. The causes of these 
have been due to imposition of 
martial law (in Poland), revolu- 
tion ending in a Communist 
take-over (Cuba and Nicara- 
gua), and invasion of a neigh- 
boring country (the Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan). 
The point is these sanctions, 
whether they are imposed by a 
"liberal bandwagon'' or a con- 
servative brass quartet, don't 
always have the effect desired 
SI our government. The imposi- 
on of sanctions on Cuba and, 
more recently, Nicaragua, have just drawn them into the Soviet 
camp. The Soviets remain in full 
force in Afghanistan. With sanc- 
tions, we lose nearly all our 
direct influence on the heart of 
any country - its economy. Our 
unwitting isolation of Commu- 
nist China as a Soviet puppet is 
another example of our stupid- 
ity. 
While Reagan's "constructive 
engagement" diplomacy has 
clearly failed in South Africa, 
keeping American companies as 
instrument of change Is impor- 
tant as well. Perhaps these lim- 
ited actions Reagan has 
imposed will do the job, and he 
might be advised to do the same 
in the other countries also. 
Brian R. Ball 
15 Front Had 
Correction 
A story which ran on page 8 
of the Sept. 10 BG News con- 
tained a list of new cabinet 
members of the Undergrad- 
uate Student Government, 
but omitted one member. 
Marian Marchiano was ap- 
proved by the general assem- 
bly as USffs university 
committees coordinator. The 
News regrets the error. 
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Scott enjoys University 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
She likes to sail and ride horses, but since 
she took over July 24 as attorney for Student 
Legal Services, Inc.. Sandra Scott has only 
had time for the work she's wanted to do all 
her life: practice law. 
"I've always wanted to be an attorney. I 
can't remember ever not wanting to be an 
attorney," she said. "As far bacR as three 
or four years old, it's Just seemed to be 
something I wanted to be." 
Part of it is the excitement. 
"It's definitely not mundane. The law 
changes every day," she said. 
Scon has yet to finish moving into her 
office on the third floor of the University 
Union, but despite the disarray, a set of law 
directories and a complete Ohio Revised 
Code are already given pride of place on top 
of the shelf. 
She graduated in 1979 from Ohio State 
University with a B.A. in political science 
and from law school in 1983 at Cleveland 
State University. She entered private prac- 
tice in November 1983 and before coming to 
Bowling Green, had her own practice in 
Geneva, Ohio. 
"I LIKE it because I enjoy being in the 
courtroom. It's very copacetic (fitting) with 
my personality. I like to be presented with a 
problem and solve it on the spot," she said. 
That's what she is called to do every time 
a University student walks into her office 
with a legal problem. As the most readily 
available source of legal help for University 
students, she handled 130 student cases, 
ranging from legal representation in court 
to just giving advice on legal matters, in the 
first two weeks of the semester. 
She said she prefers to work with students 
rather than her clients in private practice. 
"Students are more able to sit in my 
office and articulate their problems to me, 
and when I explain their rights, they have 
more of a grasp of the problem," she said. 
Scott said she has found herself better 
able to relate to students than to her private 
practice clients. 
"It wasn't too lone ago I was a student. 
I've been there, in a lot of cases," she said. 
"A lot of my clients in private practice 
own businesses, own houses. They were a 
lot farther ahead than me. I hadn't quite 
been there,' " she said. 
Her ability to "relate," as she puts it, has 
made it easier for students as well as for 
Scott. 
"I think it's easier for them to talk about 
their problems with .ne. I'm trying to 
create an atmosphere where they're com- 
fortable in coming in," she said. "The 
decorum of a law office is definitely here, 
but I feel the personalities involved are very 
casual." 
Sandra Scott BG News/Joe Phelan 
i ^^Sk^^cut de&tf- \ 
Party arrests keep SLS lawyer busy 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
An increase in arrests re- 
lated to loud parties has kept 
Student Legal Services, Inc., 
busy during the first few days 
of the semester, according to 
SLS attorney Sandra Scott. 
Since the semester began, 
SLS has handled 130 student 
cases, in addition to a number 
of cases in the two weeks 
before classes started which 
the office didn't keep track of, 
Scott said. 
The number of questions 
about apartments and leases 
remained the same as last 
year, she said. 
Most of the cases before the 
semester  involved off-cam- 
pus students' problems with 
their apartments, she said. 
"They (the students) would 
encounter problems as they 
moved back into their apart- 
ments (and) things would be 
missing, landlords would re- 
fuse to go over checklists (of 
items supposed to be in the 
apartment) with them, or 
they (the students) didn't re- 
alize they would be sharing 
the apartment with, shall we 
say, insects," Scott said. 
THE TYPES of cases han- 
dled by SLS varies according 
to the time of year, she said. 
The trend of landlord-ten- 
ant disputes will come to an 
end in a about a month, then 
the bulk of the cases will 
• See Legal page 6 
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il THE STUDENT ATHLETIC vBOARD   -  THE   STUDENT &&/ VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS 
Accepting applications for the 1985-86 school year. 
Applications available at 405 Student Services and 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office. All applications are due 
at either location by Tuesday, September 17. 
For More Information call: 
Kevin McHuRh Jim Kovalch 
372-7054 352-6415 
% 
Y Puff's Pizza 
■    Medium 2 Item 
i Pizza $5 
i 
i I we deliver 440 E. Court 1 block west of campus 
fMHHHHMU.*.*' 
LUNCH 
Remember your school lunch box? Little metal box 
clutched tightly in your sweaty little hand. Remem- 
ber what was in it? Big baloney on white bread 
with mayo. One small, bruised apple. Remnants 
of an unnameable cookie destroyed by the ride. 
Thermos of room temperature milk. 
Not at all what you'll find in our lunch box. 
In ours resides a slice of Rocky Rococo 
Pan Style Pizza. Fresh. Hot. Fast. 
Cheesy, saucy, chewy, crunchy. A 
celebration for your mouth. A culi- 
nary carouse. A box full of lunch. 
No baloney. 
Rocky,.fii Rococo 
•      ' 
pup 
176 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-4600 
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Library record archives updated 
by Patf Skinner 
staff reporter 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Standing amid the stacks of records in his office full of posters, victrolas, Beatles dolls and other 
popular music memorabilia, Bill Schurk, sound recordings archivist, looks through tapes and magazines on the 
shelves. 
Bill Schurk, sound recording 
archlviat, ia busy this year cata- 
log!^ about 15 000 albums in the 
library's data base. 
The archives, located on the 
third floor of the library, re- 
ceived a 1100,000 grant from the 
National Endowment for the Hu- 
manities last spring to pay for 
equipment and additional staff 
to help in the cataloging. 
The records, released between 
1950 and 1970, are being cata- 
loged on the library's On-Line 
Computer Library Center data 
base, a national data base 
reaching about (.000 libraries. 
The data base allows users to 
locate books, Journals and re- 
cordings in other libraries 
across the country. 
"The project is to take those 
records never cataloged and put 
them on the data base," Schurk 
said. "The value of our cata- 
loging procedure is that we can 
trace every song on every re- 
cord and most artists." 
The archives recently aided 
the Smithsonian Institute with 
reference recordings for a 
seven-album collection called 
"American Popular Songs." 
Time-Life records also used the 
archives in selecting material 
for their legendary singer se- 
ries. 
MOST RECENTLY the ar- 
chives provided background 
music for a back-to-school seg- 
ment on NBC's American Alma- 
nac to be aired. 
The archives collection in- 
cludes about 95,000 long-playing 
albums, 90,000 45-rpm singles, 
and 40,000 78-rpm singles. The 
archives offers a wide range of 
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Free. 
Get our new $49 software module 
when you buy an HP-41. 
It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has 
no equal. 
Our new HP-41 Advantage software module packs 
12K of ROM. One and a halt times the capacity of any 
other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most 
popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro- 
grams ever written for the HP-41. 
You get comprehensive advanced matrix math func- 
tions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations, 
base conversion and logic functions, and time value of 
money functions. 
Our new module is also sub-programmable. So you 
can quickly access just a portion of a program, or trans- 
fer that section to your own program. 
And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays 
1 reduces the number of prompts, 
p short, you get everything it s going to take to help 
I make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra 
Physics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics. 
.The HP-41 is a deal all its own. Its operating 
^^■B is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals 
ry. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers 
ban any other calculator. 
Phis is a limited time offer. CaU (800) FOR 
p. Ask for Dept. 658B. Well instantly give 
be name of a dealer who has no equal. 
it now. The phone call is free. 
I our new module won't be for long. 
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PACKARD 
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i  
m a student who has no equal. Here's my 
proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please 
send me my free software module. 
AHT. 
Cil, Zip 
Phone Number 
HP-41 Serial Number 
Mail COMPOS wrth proot-of-purchi poa l 
Healetl-rVk.nl Co.. c/o Direct Moil 
Protocu/M-M, P. O. Boi 1089S. 
Fotllaad, Orafon 8720* 
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music including country and 
western, reggae, big bands, gos- 
pel and classical. 
Schurk said the collection ia a 
feather in the library's cap that 
brings prestige and recognition 
to the University. "We are 
known worldwide/'he said. 
According to Schurk the ar- 
chival were originally intended 
to support mairdy academic pur- 
suits. In the late '60s when the 
Popular Culture Department de- 
veloped, popular music began to 
be iiKluded in the collection. 
"Now many courses rely on 
the pop music," Schurk said. 
He laid the archives doesn't 
attempt to keep up wth the cur- 
rent billboard charts. 
"THE INITIAL GOAL of the 
collection is not to provide enter- 
tainment," be said, but added 
that students often use the music 
library for listening pleasure 
rather than class assignments. 
New releases and newly ac- 
quired records are not available 
to students until they have been 
cataloged. "Even if we have 
something, it's not available un- 
til it's been cataloged," Schurk 
said. 
New additions are made to the 
collection by "kind" donors in- 
cluding some Toledo radio sta- 
tions. Schurk searches garage 
sales, flea markets, auctions 
and record conventions for new 
material. He says he has an 
open mind about, music and wel- 
comes donations of any kind 
from people who would like to 
part with some records. 
The archives also includes a 
periodical collection relating to 
pop music. Many of the periodi- 
cals are kept in a closed stack 
area to protect them from muti- 
lation by avid music fans. 
"If they walk out of the li- 
brary, I know they wouldn't 
come back," Schurk said. 
Dateline 
Wednesday.Sept.il 
A memorial service for 
Louise Rees, University pro- 
fessor emeritus of library and 
educational media, will be 
held at 10 a.m. in Prout Cha- 
pel. The service will be fol- 
lowed by a reception at 11 
a jn. in the Alumni Room of 
the University Union. 
Rees became the first chair 
of Bowling Green's library 
science department in 1964 
and retired from the faculty 
in 1978. She died on July 1, 
1965. 
A ruemorial fund In her 
honor has been established to 
purchase a rare book for the 
Jerome Library. Persons 
wishing to contribute to the 
fund may send their dona- 
tions to the BGSU Founda- 
tion, noting that it is a 
contribution in memory of 
Teliae Rees. 
Public skating will be held 
at the Ice Arena from 8 to 10 
pjn. 
Thursday, Sept. 12 
A self-defense and karate 
workshop win be held at 6 
pjn. in 118 Eppler Center. 
The free workshop will in- 
volve a discussion of self pro- 
tection and actual 
participation in defense 
drills. The workshop is being 
sponsored by the Bowling 
Green American Karate Sys- 
tem Club and is open to the 
\teline, a daily service at 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. Sub- 
missions by ail organizations 
are welcome and must be 
turned in typed and double- 
spaced one week prior to the 
event 
itterl 
LAW SOCIETY 
L 
first organizational meeting 
TONIGHT 
Wednesday. Sept. 11 
7:30 p.m. 
115 Life Science 
All interested are welcome to come. ¥ 
m     ii n Met 
ARE YOUR PARENT(S) 
DESERVING OF THE 
PAREI^T(S)OF-THE-YEAR 
AWARD? 
»> 
Then enter the 
Parent(s)-of-the-Year 
Essay Contest 
Winners receive: 
•Dinner at Aspen and Kaufman's 
•Tickets to the Parent's Day football 
game 
•Tickets to the Parent's Day Show 
•And much more 
Applications are available in the University 
Activities Organization office, third floor, 
Union, Monday-Friday, Sept. 16-20. All ap- 
plications must be received by Friday, Sept. 
20 at 5:00 p.m. 
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Loan default rate low 
BGSG pay-back ratio beats U.S. norm 
by Meg Tlemey 
staff reporter 
"Dear Mom and Dad, Pleafe 
tend money," Is the gist of many 
letters students send home. 
All college expenses cannot be 
defrayed by parents, however, 
. and paying back loans is a task 
many students face after grad- 
uating. 
Recently there has been a lot 
: of media coverage on students 
'. not paying the government back 
for   their   college   educations. 
: While the national average on 
; default is 11.7 percent, Univer- ■ sity students only have a default 
rate of 2 percent. About 9,000 
students at the University re- 
; ceive some form of financial aid. 
The Ohio Student Loan Com- 
mission (OSLC) reported that 
; the University has 28 people in 
: default, for a total of $24,000, 
; said Deborah Heineman. asso- 
'■ date director of Financial Aid 
, and Student Employment. 
The OSLC is the agency re- 
i sponsible for monitoring the 
; Guaranteed Student Loans 
I (GSL). GSLs are given to stu- 
: dents through banks and other 
lending institutions. 
"Hie actual number of Bowl- 
ing Green students who default 
on their GSL is hard to deter- 
mine because students have to 
pay the bank where they origi- 
nally received the loan and the 
OSLC does not have those fig- 
ures," Heineman said. 
She said the out-of-state de- 
fault rate is not much higher 
than the 2 percent for the Ohio 
students. 
THERE IS a six-month grace 
period for loan repayment after 
graduation, during which the 
student is not responsible for 
any payments. However, if stu- 
dents continue going to school at 
least half-time, they can defer 
repayment and the government 
pays the interest. 
If the student repays the loan 
before the end of the six-month- 
grace period he pays no interest. 
"The government pays mil- 
lions of dollars per year in inter- 
est," Heineman said. 
Presently, Congress is trying 
to amend the present financial 
aid structure. ''They (congress- 
men) are thinking about a one 
grant, one loan, one work-pro- 
gram system,"said Heinenman. 
This change would entail the 
elimination of the National Di- 
rect Student Loan and the Sup- 
plemental Educational 
Opportunity Grant. 
All the changes the govern- 
ment has made in financial aid 
offices are making the receiving 
of financial aid a very "pa- 
pered" process for the student, 
Heineman said. 
HEINEMAN ALSO said if the 
University's financial aid office 
is audited by the government 
and an error in the books is 
found, they go through and as- 
sign a dollar amount to that 
error. The financial aid office 
and the Institution for which the 
office works for are then held 
responsible for return of this 
money to the government. 
The University is the second 
largest recipient of financial aid 
in Ohio, after Ohio State Univer- 
Airport expansion planned 
by Ron Coulter 
reporter 
Improvements are under 
way at the Wood County Air- 
port that will eventually en- 
able the airport to 
accommodate small cor- 
porate Jets, according to Hoot 
Gibson, airport manager. 
"The wore is being done in 
phases," Gibson said. "We 
hope to have all the work done 
in three to four years." 
The first phase of the pro- 
ject will be to extend the 
north-south runway 300 feet, 
Gibson said. 
"The paving for the north- 
south   runway   addition   is 
scheduled to be done before 
the snow falls," Gibson said. 
The final phase will be to 
lay an east-west runway. 
"When the expansion is 
complete, the new (east- 
west) runway will be 4,200 
feet - long enough to handle 
small corporate jets." 
Gibson said the expansion 
is made possible by grants 
from the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). 
THE AIRPORT now has 
two paved runways and one 
grass runway. 
"Because the wind is gener- 
ally out of the southwest, the 
northeast-southwest runway 
is most heavily used," Gibson 
said. 
After the renovation is com- 
pleted, the grass runway will 
no longer be used and the 
northeast-southwest runway 
will be used only for taxiing. 
The north-south runway is 
now 2,240 feet long, ana is 
being lengthened in compli- 
ance with FAA requirements. 
"The addition won't do a 
great deal, except as a safety 
factor," Gibson said. 
Gibson estimates that the 
airport averages 10,000 to 15,- 
000 takeoffs and landings in a 
year. About 10 percent of the 
airport's traffic is composed 
of corporate, military and 
state government flights. 
GSS sponsors parties, cafes, concert 
by Patrida Geller 
graduate reporter 
The Graduate Student Senate 
(GSS) has approved social ac- 
tivities for the 1985-86 school 
year. 
At its first meeting of the year 
Friday, GSS decided to sponsor 
pizza parties and jazz cafes for 
students over the age of 21, 
according to President  Dave 
Anderson. Pizza parties will be 
held from 8 p.m. to 1 am. at the 
Northeast Commons on Sept. 37, 
Nov. 23 and Feb. 14. The cafes 
will be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
on Oct. 4, Dec. 6, Jan. 17, March 
7 and April 11 at the Ice Arena 
Lounge. A $2 donation is re- 
quested for each event. 
THE SENATE is also co-spon- 
soring the Windham Hill Jazz 
Concert with UAO on Nov. 11. 
Fifteen   hundred   dollars   has 
been earmarked for the concert, 
according to treasurer Randy 
Baughman. GSS also paid $900 
for the Non-Traditional Students 
Handbook. Copies of the hand- 
book are available in the GSS 
office in McFall Center. 
Anderson also announced that 
there are vacancies on the wel- 
fare, programming and finance 
committees. Anyone interested 
in serving on these committees 
should sign up in the GSS office. 
DO YOU WANT TO HELP OTHERS? 
YOU CAN! 
be a LINK volunteer counselor 
The LINK is a 24 hour a day 
crisis intervention 
information and referral center 
To find out how you may become a 
LINK counselor 
CALL NOW! 352-5367 
or 
com* to 525 Pike St., Bowling Green 
Training provided for all accepted applicants I 
Application Doodling: Sept. 20 
Training Starts Sept. 30 
ATTENTION 
ALL STUDENT CLUBS, GROUPS, 
& ORGANIZATIONS 
Those groups which did not receive regis- 
tration information this summer should 
stop by 405 Student Services as soon as 
possible to pick up a 1985-86 Student 
Organizations Registration Form. This 
is the form each organization must fill 
out annually in order to retain its registered 
status as a B.G.S.d student organization. 
The form must be submitted by FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 13 in order for your club to 
be listed in this year's Student Organiza- 
tions Directory. 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
RELIK 
Tonight & Thurs. Night 
September 11 & 12 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
THEIR 1985 PLEDGE CLASS 
Get down to business faster. 
With the RA-35. 
If there's one thing business 
students have always needed, 
this is it: an affordable, busi- 
ness-oriented calculator. 
The Texas Instruments 
BA-35, the Student Business 
Analyst. 
Its built-in business 
formulas let you perform 
complicated finance, 
accounting and statistical 
functions - the ones that 
usually require a lot of time 
and a stack of reference books, 
like present and future value 
©I985T1 
calculations, amortizations 
and balloon payments. 
The BA-35 means you 
spend less time calculating, 
and more time learning. One 
keystroke takes the place 
of many. 
The calculator is just part 
of the package. You also get 
a book that follows most 
business courses: the Business 
Analyst Guidebook. Business 
professors helped us write it, 
to help you get the most out | 
of calculator and classroom. 
A powerful combination. 
Think business. With 
the BA-35 Student 
Business Analyst. 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Creating useful products 
and services for you. 
A********************************************** 
Sally Abbott Alisa McMillen 
Maryanne Alic        Kathryn Miller 
Connie Blankshaen Lisa Morris 
Nancy Croci 
Jeni Derek 
Sharon Diamond 
Patty Dietz 
Lisa Drugan 
Laurie Fox 
Cathy Hein 
Cherie Janello 
Diane Kinzer 
Amy Lalak 
Corrine Long 
Amy McCament 
Anne McGreevey   Amy Wunderle 
Chris Youngberg 
Diane Neu 
Colleen Perry 
Suzanne Polko 
Chrissy Posewitz 
Kristin Rieck 
Laurie Rostesh 
Sue Samol 
Donna Scenna 
Roxanne Scherger 
Sandi Smith 
Holly Tritch 
Gina 
•Cr 
•a 
djWW    Congratulations! 
urUJ     Love, 
}ik   Your GAMMA PHI SISTERS 
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United Way adds student involvement 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
The University's United Way cam- 
paign will add a new dimension this 
tan to its charitable drive - student 
involvement. 
While students will not be asked to 
contribute in this year's goal for Uni- 
versity administrators, acuity and 
staff, several activities on campus are 
aimed at developing student aware- 
ness about United Way services, 
according to Gayle Blickle. senior 
IPCO major and student coordinator of 
this year's campaign. 
"roe student campaign is designed 
to build awareness among college-age 
people so that they are familiar with 
the United Way before entering the 
work force," she said. Realizing the 
financial situation of many students, 
Blickle said students won't be asked to 
contribute, but added "we will take 
student contributions." 
Jim Litwin, director of institutional 
studies and chairman of the University 
campaign, said student awareness and 
involvement are important in meeting 
this year's goal, which will announced 
in about two weeks. 
"We want students to be involved 
... to raise the general awareness 
around campus," he said."I'm really 
quite excited about it." 
Litwin said with student voluntarism 
on the rise nationwide, students would 
welcome helping out the United Way 
campaign. 
"Students are really interested in 
helping people," he said. 
Last year the United Way campaign 
raised $53,000, short of the $60,000 goal. 
Litwin    said    student   involvement 
Karate workshop planned 
Members hope to 'kick* out violent stereotypes of sport 
United Way 
of Greater Toledo 
should help make the rest of the Uni- 
versity aware of the drive this year. 
Blickle said she is coordinating three 
events to make people aware of the 
campaign 
A game of musical chairs is sched- 
uled at 3:30 p.m. during Fall Feat In 
College Park. The free event will have 
prizes, including a Sundance Restau- 
rant gift certificate. In keeping with 
this year's theme, "Listen to Your 
Heart," all participants will receive 
buttons imprinted with "Thump, 
Thump. Thump, Thump." 
Ribbons wuTbe tied around campus 
to announce the beginning of the fund 
drive on Sept 30, she said. 
Finally, students may sign a banner 
to show their support of United Way. 
The banner will later be displayed at a 
Falcon football game and will be pre- 
sented to the United Wav. 
Kristy Organ, graduate student rep- 
resentative on the United Way com- 
mittee and masters student in college 
student personnel, said she has 
planned an aerobics workout and a 
karate demonstration to add campus 
awareness about the campaign. 
Judy KisseUe, instructor of health, 
physical education and recreation, will 
lead students in aerobics In the Activ- 
ity Room of the Student Recreation 
Center (SRC), she said, tentatively 
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on 
Oct. 8 and 10. 
Local karate expert Bob Nicholson will 
conduct a self-defense workshop in the 
Union Oval. A demonstration will pro- 
ceed the workshop which will take 
place at 6 p.m. Oct. 14-16. The 
workshop will be moved to the SRC 
Combat-Dance Room. 
Both events are open to undergraduate 
as well as graduate students, Organ 
said. 
Blickle said students interested in 
helping with this year's campaign 
should contact her or Jennifer Booth, 
assistant student coordinator and se- 
nior elementary education major. 
Blickle can be reached at 353-1172, or 
a message can be left at 372-7023. 
by Wendy Davy 
reporter 
For many people, karate brings to mind the 
image of Bruce Lee and his violent, action- 
packed movies. 
And that's exactly the kind of image that 
Bowling Green AKS Karate Club members 
Mary Basta and Pat Grillot wish to disprove. 
Basta, a recent University graduate, and 
Grillot, senior physics major at the University, 
will help conduct a self-defense and karate 
workshop tomorrow at 6 p.m in 118 Eppler 
Center Gym. The workshop, which is free to 
everyone, will help get rid of misconceptions 
people have about karate, Basta said. 
"We want to break the myth about karate," 
said Basta, a black belt "We want to show 
people that karate students are normal people, 
not violent vigilantes," she said. 
The workshop, sponsored by the Bowling 
Green American Karate System Karate Club, 
will give interested people the opportunity to 
learn about and participate in different meth- 
ods of self-defense. Members of the club will be 
instructing and leading visitors through va- 
rious moves. 
BOTH BASTA and Grillot have been demon- 
strating karate and self-defense in resident 
halls to promote the workshop. They both hope 
that the workshop will create some interest in 
the club. 
The club, which is led by the head instruc- 
tors. Robert and Mary Anne Nicholson, is 
made up of students and local residents. Peo- 
ple can join the club through the Continuing 
Education Program at the University. 
Although it was mostly curiosity that 
prompted both Basta and Grillot to try karate, 
they agree that its benefits make it a worth- 
while past time. 
"A lot of people don't realize the benefits of 
karate," said Grillot, a brown belt. "It's a 
sport, an art, a physical exercise and a practi- 
cal method of self-defense." 
"You really learn how to think," said Basta, 
who thinks karate helps one relax and have 
more control. 
Grillot, too, believes that karate helps one go 
through day-to-day activities: "The way you 
react in karate is now vou will react in life." 
Although the workshop is a good way for 
people to learn about karate and the club, it 
will be most beneficial in that people will learn 
about self-defense, Basta said. 
"We're concerned that people know how to 
defend themselves," she said. "With karate, 
you're always protected." 
Phones  • Continued from page 1 
Other problems that the phone     nohook-up 
system seem to have are noises 
in toe background and the in- 
ability to get a hold of the opera- 
tors for assistance. 
"One day all the phones in 
Offenhauer went out" Matt 
Wheeler, freshman hotel man- 
agement major, living in Offen- 
hauer East said. "Mom and 
Dad were supposed to call to ask 
how much money I needed, so I 
got my money late," Wheeler 
added. 
The University Instigated a 
new billing system for on-cam- 
pus students Saturday. "Each 
student now has the opportunity 
to sign up for long-distance serv- 
ice through the University with 
ze," Stoner said 
Sign-ups for the University's 
billing system will continue 
throughout this week. There is 
information at the front desks of 
residence halls and if there are 
any problems students can con- 
tact the Auxiliary Support Serv- 
ices office at 372-2891. 
IN ORDER for students to 
make long-distance calls they 
have been assigned seven-digit 
access codes. Rates have not 
been determined. "The student 
will only pay for the calls they 
actually make at a rate that will 
be passed on through us (the 
University)," Stoner said. 
Problems are being handled 
through the Auxiliary Support 
Legal • Continued from page 3 
involve students arrested for 
disorderly conduct and other 
party-related charges, she said. 
Landlord-tenant disputes, and 
questions about leases, will pre- 
dominate again in February, 
once students begin to look for 
apartments for the summer and 
falL then party-related charges 
will move to the fore again in the 
spring, she said. 
Scon said she was seeing 
"more of an increase in noise- 
and party-related offenses" 
over last year, based on conver- 
sations she had with Carl Sutter, 
the previous SLS attorney. 
Exact totals were not avail- 
able because of the large volume 
of work which hit the office when 
the semester started, she said. 
"We got bit and it's like -well, 
we're handling everything at 
mis point. I can't do little extra 
tilings at this point, like conduct- 
ing a seminar," she said. 
Most students who come to the 
SLS office aren't looking for 
Services office and students are just as important as faculty and 
staff in this switch-over, Stoner 
said. 
"You never get anywhere as 
fast as you'd like to," Stoner 
said about the switch over. 
"Students should realize that 
it will take some time to get the 
new numbers (billing numbers) 
working and it won't cost them 
anything if they don't get 
through," Stoner said. 
Support Services has been 
talking to lawyers to see what 
the legal restraints are to ban- 
ning the use of MCI and SPRINT 
long-distance services for the 
students in the residence halls. 
legal representation. Scott said.: Y
'They're just looking for an 
explanation of what happened to 
them and the law that's applica- 
ble," she said. 
The office provides legal rep- 
resentation in court for minor 
criminal cases, except for open 
container laws ,she said. 
"(In open container cases) we 
just explain the law and what 
the penalty is and that's pretty 
much it," she said. 
Bible Briefs 
SALVATION FROM SIN "For God ao loved th. 
world, that H. gave HI* only-beootten Son. that 
whoever truets In Him should not perlth. but have eter- 
nal life." (John 3:16) 
EACH ONE'S RESPONSIBILITY "He hoi told you. O 
man. what Is good: And what does the LORD require of 
you but to do justice, to love klndnass. and walk 
humbly with your Cod?" (Micah 6:6) 
JUDGMENT "For If God spared not angels whan they 
sinned, but cast them Into Tartarus and committed 
thorn to pits of darkness, reserved for judgment: and 
spared not the ancient world, but preserved Noah, a 
preacher of righteousness, with seven others, when Ha 
brought a flood upon the world of the ungodly: and If 
Ho condemned the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah to 
destruction by reducing thorn to ashes, having mod* 
thorn an example to those who would live ungodly 
thereafter: and If Ho rescued righteous Lot. oppressed 
by the sensuai conduct of unprincipled man (for by 
what ho saw and hoard that righteous man, while living 
among thorn, telt his righteous soul tormented day 
after day with their lawless deeds), than the Lord 
knows how to rescue the godly from temptation, and to 
keep the unrighteous under punishment for the day of 
ludgmont." (2 Potor 2:4-9) 
b-ftavtri, P.O. Box 1149,1.6., Ohio. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
Elections 
Elections 
Elections 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1985 
in 
UNIVERSITY HALL 
• USG • USQ • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • 
Undf'Q»*(lu*lt S'udtnt GovP'nme"! USG is now 
filling positions 
for undergraduate 
representatives for 
university committees. 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES 
DEADLINE SEPT.13,1985 
c 
•  USQ • USQ •USG* USQ* USG* USQ • USG • USQ • USQ ••i 
i.- 
. i 
c 
8, 
•:> 
FALL FEST 
Saturday. Sept. 14 Noon-6 p.m. 
College Park 
(behind Offenhauer Towers) 
AMERICAN NOISE 
RHYTHM IN MOTION 
WESTSIDE STEVE AND THE JETS 
• FOOD • GAMES • BEER • POP • BANDS • 
brought to you by 
The University Activities Organization 
Food Operations 
Sigma Chi Fraternity 
Theta Chi Fraternity 
Rain tight ■ Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union. Mutt thow picture ID to purchaae bear. 
■ BBEl ■■ I VALUABLE COUPON ■■ ■■ aWam I 
TWO LARGE ! 
PIZZAS 
"our super everything pizza" 
10 toppings for only 
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B.G.S.U. STUDENTS 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON 
Subject to Applicable Tax & 
Deposit! Mountain Dew or 
Regular or Diet Pepsi Free or 
PEPSI 
COLA 
UMT TTM wrran m mm * tti nmut 
LOntcctuoonof euwomn* Vol«|S#w 9*»uS«p> 15     lflftl 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON B1 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON 
Kroger 
2% LOWFA 
MILK 
Plastic 
Gallon 
UMT MM JM Wm MOPM «til PWUMUSC 
Onteouoonpt'tgi'c*-*'   Voi'dSeO1 9-*.
-
S»P«   '5 
1985 $ut>>tci >oopo'<aeti*.*o*«o*vJio<o"Q«»* 
1 Poper (Assorted Colors)  I 
SCOTT 
TOWELS 
ADDITIONAL 
PURCHASES 
ir 
49 
LMNT Mf MU Ml MM I III RMBM 
Jumbo 
Ron 
985  S»6i«<"C0OP'-im»»V'(r*yvi.c<ol-c..e. ' U-J | '905  SutrK'", 3C*><<0&« 1*04*4 'X3"0.»i '   ,J   I 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON 
Kroger I 
ENRICHED 
WHITE RREAD  | 
OR* 
Pound 
Loam 
/ADDITIONAL! 
PURCHASES 
LMNT FIK LMIEt WITI CMTMI 111 P 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON 
Frozen 100% Pure 
TROPICANA 
ORANGE JUICE 
COST CUTTER 
COUPON ®     ■BSJBM      Bj 
Vegetoble 
CRISCO 
SHORTENING 
12oi. 
Can 
LIMIT nM CUB WITtCMfNIIIIPMCIlSE 
©"•como-Of ci'o-»- vo'-oStc" «"".iw    5     109 1 I 
'995 SuO^c'-c opc">eae-«*'0't yvroca. *o»»» 
UMT Mf cu am MN i tn nwcusi 
C*fcovco- 3^ :-ro-»-   ooSw 9"»»&»-    !      in?   I 
»»5 S_t «■ ■: n   .*■ ran >wj|i^w* 
In the Deli 
12-Inch Cheese, Sausage or 
PEPPERONI 
PIZZA 
Far 
Condensed 
CAMPBELL'S 
TOMATO SOUP 
10%-M. 
Can 
Jumbo (12-ct. orLorger) 
CALIFORNIA 
CANTALOUPE 
77* Whola Malon 
U.S.D.A. Choice Groin-Fed Beef 
BONELESS 
ROUND STEAK 
Pound 
Extra Lean 100% Pure 
(4-lb. Pkg orLorger) 
"MORE-BEEF" 
GROUND BEEF 
Pound 
Golden Ripe 
CHIQUITA 
BANANAS 
33 
 UIMI 
VIDEO 
NOW CHOOSE FROM A 
LARGE SELECTION OF 
VIDEOS WITH 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE! 
Choott from ovor 300 movios 
including the following: 
I I ■ ■ 
•TEACHERS 
•MR. MOM 
•HALLOWEEN 11II 
•AIRPLANE 
•WAR GAMES 
•48 HOURS 
•PURPLE RAIN 
•JAWS 
•STRIPES 
>#* 
Go Krogering 
■ Kv*jf t<c*t »x#f- M u»i ':o . -v-ftf - '•>* M l»«0) JfV -v.-." y »r~ trc ■*-   •* *    flMf 
».i N^cfww I-P/.'MIN CC*>0'Gr<T :o«« TM| *»CG1«C?   &C*N'*» 6'GM*5 0f.y«\ 
IP «ONC SCX.P TO ?**i[9S PftiCIS &   TE»AS (»ICTIV£ yc   a "-D. «*•    *    *8* 
Renting a Movie is 
Great Home 
Entertainment For 
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS! 
' ■■■■■ 
 ■ ■■■ 
DAILY 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
REHTALS 
DAILY MOVIEl 
RENTALS! 
MOVIE    II • 
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Wolverines maul Falcons in opener 
by Tom SkernMtx 
sports reporter 
Football may be king in Ann 
Arbor, but Michigan volleyball 
doesn't have to take a back seat 
to anyone. Just ask Bowling 
Green. 
The Falcons were swept in 
three sets by the Wolverines 4- 
18,11-15 and 13-15 in their home 
at Anderson Arena last 
_ 3, now 0-1, looked shaky in 
the first two sets and made 
several mistakes on which UM 
capitalised. Coach Denise Van 
de Walle said the opening-day jitters may have affected the 
Falcons. 
"We played very much like it 
was a first game,'' Van de Walle 
said. "We were nervous and a 
little excited out there." 
On the other hand, the Wolver- 
ines entered the match having 
played four games this season. 
The experience paid off with 
UM, now 3-2, looking more re- 
laxed and team-oriented than 
BG. 
"We're stronger overall this 
year," UM coach Barb Canning 
said. "We still don't have a set 
lineup but we're hoping to find 
one soon." 
Down two sets to none after 
only 40 minutes, the Falcons 
looked like they were going 
down like a lead balloon. But BG 
came back stronger in the third 
set and challenged UM to the 
wire. 
AFTER TRAILING 04. the 
Falcons rallied to tie at three 
and eventually lead 9-7. How- 
ever, BG could not pull it out, as 
the momentum they had sud- 
denly gained left just as quickly. 
The Wolverines went on an 8-4 
tear to put the Falcons to rest. 
"We just lost our momen- 
tum," said captian Debbie Hop- 
kins. "The crowd was great, but 
we lost all of our aggression." 
UM monopolized the momen- 
tum in the first two sets as BG's 
young spikers succumbed to the 
slick, experienced Wolverines. 
Only two full-time starters from 
last year's 14-16 squad, Hopkins 
and Lisa Berardtnelli, opened 
the UM match. 
In 1984 UM defeated BG by 
Bowling Green's Lynn Nlebet soars to spike the ball in last night's match 
(middle), and Kelley Ellett (back) look on. The match was held in 
scores of 15-8,7-15,154 and 15-4. 
According to Canning, the Fal- 
cons have improved since visit- 
ing Ann Arbor last year. 
r
'This year's (BG) team is 
more polished," Canning said. 
"You can see the difference in 
the players. They are more like 
a team now. Last year they had 
more individuals. 
Van de Walle saw a different 
BG team, though, and disagreed 
with the opposing coach's opin- 
ion. 
"We didn't play well as a 
team," Van de Walle said, "but 
individually I saw some nice 
things out there." 
AS A TEAM, the Falcons did 
indeed compile some shoddy 
stats including 10 service errors 
and 16 blocking errors, com- 
pared to UM's four and one, 
respectively. On the other hand, 
BG was more successful hitting 
than the Wolverines (.256 to 
.147). 
Catching the eye of Van de 
Walle were Hopkins and Lynn 
Nibert. 
Hopkins, a senior, kept the 
Falcons close in the second and 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
against Michigan. Teammates Barb Baker (near), Jo Lynn Williamson 
Anderson Arena, BG lost 4-15, 11-15, 13-15 
third  sets with her patented       Leading the opposing assualt 
style of gutsy play. 
"Debbie Hopkins was sensa- 
tional, defensively," the BG 
coach said. "She always seemed 
to come up with the key plays 
that we needed." 
Hopkins totaled seven digs 
(stopped attacks) and two serv- 
ice aces. 
Nibert, a sophomore from 
Westland, MI, played well 
against her home state rivals. 
She was a team leader in block- 
ing, with four assists and only 
two errors. 
were Wolverines Marie-Ann Da- 
vidson and Andrea Williams. 
The two combined for 25 kills 
(attacks the opponent cannot 
Things do not get easier for 
the Falcons this week as they hit 
the road this weekend in quest 
for their first victory. 
BG plays Mid-American Con- 
ference foes Northern Dlinios in 
Dekalb, El. Friday and then 
travel north to face last year's 
19th ranked team Western Mich- 
igan in Kalamazoo, Mich. Satur- 
day. _ . 
Auburn 
takes top 
position 
Oklahoma Coach Barry 
Switzer wasn't surprised that 
the Sooners lost their No. 1 
ranking in the Associated 
Press poll yesterday. 
"It's kind of what I antic- 
ipated," be told the AP. 
"We got all the publicity In 
the preseason," said Switzer, 
whose Sooners were No. 1 in 
the preseason and first regu- 
lar-season polls, "but we 
don't play our first game until 
Sept. 28 and I knew people 
would forget about us." 
While Oklahoma slipped 
from No. 1 to No. 2, Auburn 
jumped from No. 2 to No. 1, just two points ahead of the 
Sooners, by routing South- 
western Louisiana 49-7 behind 
Bo Jackson's 290 yards rush- 
ing and four touchdons. 
r
'It's nice to be No. 1, but I 
really don't want to talk about 
it now. Ill talk about it in 
January," said Auburn Coach 
Pat Dye. 
"I'm more concerned with 
facing the No. 1 defense in the 
nation this weekend." That's 
Southern Mississippi, which 
allowed only 138 yards in 
blanking Louisiana Tech 28-0. 
Auburn received 16 first- 
place votes to Oklahoma's 28 
from a nationwide panel of 60 
sports writers and sportscas- 
ters. But the Tigers, who to- 
taled 1,118 of a possible 1,200 
points, received 25 second- 
place votes and were not 
rated lower than seventh on 
any ballot while two voters 
placed Oklahoma in the Sec- 
ond Ten, nullifying the 
'Sooners' edge in firsvplace 
votes. Oklahoma received 1,- 
lMpoints. 
There was considerable 
shuffling from last week's 
rankings but the only team to 
drop out of the Top Twenty 
was No. 12 Washington, which 
lost to Oklahoma State 31-17. 
The Huskies were replaced 
by Alabama, which made the 
Top 20 for the first time since 
the second week of the 1984 
season. 
- 
Seniors! 
Time 
is running out 
for senior portraits 
Appointments are filling fasti 
Don't be left out. cell 372-8086 todey 
Photo sittings now through next Friday. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall. 
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Soccer Cup a success 
Sideline 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
Before soccer coach Gary 
Palrnisano and athletic director 
Jack Gregory sit down to review 
the 1985 Toledo Trust/BGSU 
Soccer Cup and make a decision 
on its fate, I'd like to save them 
some time and trouble. 
The Soccer Cup should 
become an annual event. 
Palmisano's tournament 
accomplished what it set out to 
do - promote soccer. More than 
1,500 fans viewed the soccer 
action last weekend. 
The athletic department 
should take a cue from Toledo 
Trust, which wants to sponsor 
the event next year. 
"Yes, we are definitely 
interested in sponsoring it 
again," Toledo Trust 
spokesperson Kathy Begley 
said. "We thought that the 
tournament worked out well for 
us and for Bowling Green." 
For five years, Palmisano has 
tried to bring a tournament to 
BG to no avail. Now, both he and 
the athletic department thought 
the timing was right to unite the 
area's youth soccer community 
with the university community. 
They have never been more 
correct. 
THE GROWTH of youth 
soccer, not only in Northwest 
Ohio, but all over the country 
has been made in leaps and 
bounds, according to Brian 
Cairns, a coach and official for 
the youth tournament. 
"In Northwest Ohio, more 
than 10,000 youths participate in 
soccer," he said. '1 believe that 
soccer has become more 
popular than baseball among 
the youngsters, not only here, 
but everywhere." 
Believe it or not, for the first 
time and hopefully not the last, a 
soccer game was played in Doyt 
L. Perry Stadium. The 
collegiate action took place in 
the wonderful confines of the 
! stadium provided an 
exciting backdrop for soccer. 
The vantage point for the fans to 
view the action was impeccable. 
"The stadium really added a 
nice dimension for the fans," 
former soccer coach Mickey 
Cochrane said. "The depth 
perception you get from sitting 
above the action was neat. I felt 
like I was watching the action on 
ESPN in my living room." 
It would be great to see the 
Falcon booters play such 
powerhouses as Indiana and 
Akron, which invade BG later 
this season, in the stadium. Just 
playing five football games a 
year in the stadium is a waste of 
a facility its size. 
THE SOCCER Cup would 
make a nice addition to the Doyt 
L. Perry stadium schedule. 
In additon to the great facilities, 
the three visiting teams, 
Eastern Illinois, Creighton, and 
Richmond also were treated to 
first-class hospitality .including 
a dinner after opening-day 
action. 
OK, so those three teams 
aren't the best-known in the 
nation, but it was a first-time 
tournament. The coaches from 
those three schools will pass the 
good word about the 
tournament, and undoubtedly, 
more well-known teams will 
participate. 
"This is a great tournament," 
Creighton coach Don 
Klosterman said. "Gary 
(Palmisano) put on a first class 
act. I hope it becomes annual. 
Every year better teams will 
want to be a part of it. " 
The tournament should be 
given time to prove itself and 
grow. You can't give up on 
something after only a one-snot 
deal. 
Where would the Olympics be 
if somebody thought it was a bad 
idea after just one year? 
Cobb's record 
stays on-deck 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cin- 
cinnati player-manager Pete 
Rose went 0-for-4 In his ef- 
forts to set the all-time hit 
record last night, while San 
Diego's Garry Templeton col- 
lected four hits to lead the 
Padres to a 3-2 victory over 
the Reds. 
Rose twice popped out to 
Templeton at shortstop and 
twice flew out to left in front 
of a sellout crowd of 51,045 
that turned out to see him try 
for hit No. 4,192, which will 
boost him past Ty Cobb for 
baseball's all-time mark. 
Templeton's RBI single in 
the seventh snapped a 2-2 tie 
and the Padres' three-game 
losing streak. He also had a 
single and a double. 
The start of the game was 
delayed 15 minutes to let the 
crowd filter Into Riverfront 
Stadium, which was draped 
with banners in Rose's honor. 
TEMPLETON SILENCED 
the raucous crowd quickly, 
leading off the game with a 
single up the middle against 
starter Ron Robinson. 5-5. 
Tony Gwynn then smacked a 
pitch off Robinson's leg. 
Catcher Bo Diaz grabbed the 
ricochet and hit Gwynn with a 
throw to first for an error, 
putting the runners on second 
and third. 
LaMarr Hoyt, 14-8, making 
his first start since Aug. 18 
because of a sore right shoul- 
der, retired Rose on a pop out 
to short and a fly out to left in 
his first two at-bats. 
Rose received a standing 
ovation on his first at-bat and 
Hoyt was booed when he ran 
the count to 3-1. Rose popped 
the 3-1 pitch to Templeton. 
The cheers for Rose when 
he led off the fourth turned to 
"aah" when Rose softly lined 
Hoyt's first pitch to left. 
Ruggers notch 500th win 
Intensity keeps Pete 
hustling for record 
Bowline Green's rugby team 
recorded it's 500th victory in the 
same fashion it did when the 
program started 35 years ago - 
by destroying its opponent. 
Saturday, the Falcons 
spanked the University's branch 
campus at Firelands, 50-0. 
Coach Roger Mazzarella said 
the early squads were Intimidat- 
ing and the present team try to 
copy their success. 
"Back in the old days we re- 
cruited football players and 
hockey players," Mazzarella 
said. f'Those guys were bigger, 
stronger and meaner and 
usually beat up anything they 
faced. And success breeds suc- 
cess, so the guys of today are 
trying to live up to the tradi- 
tion" 
Saturday, the 1985 Falcons did 
a fairly good job. 
The 5(H) threshing was the 
." Falcons' greatest margin of vic- 
tory against Firelands. 
;   FireXand mentor Ed Spayd 
said that in the past his charges 
: have played on the Falcons' 
level, but did not last weekend. 
;   "we've given Bowling Green 
a good run for its money over the 
years," Spayd said. ''But this 
year they were too strong and 
" we were too weak." 
THE FALCONS dominated 
T5O"OFF1 
every phase of the game. All- 
Ohio selection Dave Mever won 
all but one scrumb. All-Ameri- 
can Chuck Tunnacliffe and his 
partner Dan Burkholder ran 
strong sweeps thoughout the 
match. 
"You cant help but score 
Srou're given as many opportu- 
ties as we had," Mazzarella 
said. 
Meyer opened the scoring 
three minutes into the contest. 
From the scrumb, Meyer gained 
possession of the ball and gal- 
lopped across the short side of 
the field to score a try. 
Meyer's try was quickly fol- 
lowed by scores from center 
Mike Walsh, Burkholder, Scott 
Huff and John Lonsert. 
AD four tries were set up by 
long runs from fullback Terry 
Busch. Busch continually ran up 
the middle until the Firelands 
squad got wise. 
But once the inside was 
closed, BG ran outside. Dave 
Cramer, Tony Konczak and 
Fred Parshall all scored using 
this strategy. 
Huff and Lonsert scored their 
second tries later in the game. 
Mark Laimbers added a pair of 
conversions to close the scoring. 
The Falcons second and third 
team's were also in action. The 
second unit defeated Findlay 30- 
12. However, the Oilers third 
team bested BG 20-3. 
AGAINST FINDLAY, loose 
forward Don Lonsert scored 
twice and Brad Mossman, Scott 
Ault, Jeff Guy, and Rob Clark 
scored a try apiece in the 30-12 
win against the Oilers. Fly half 
Steve Carte added six points on 
three conversions in the contest. 
The Oilers came back to take 
the match against the third 
team 20-3 as the mixture of 
rookies and second season play- 
ers had trouble adjusting to the 
shortened field and extreme 
heat. 
Falcons, now 3-1 on the sea- 
son, will host the University of 
Notre Dame In a four match set 
this Saturday starting at 1 p.m. 
at the Falcons' College Park 
Held 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Inten- 
sity. To those who know him, it 
may be the single most appro- 
ate word to describe Pete 
And what is the single most 
amazing thing about him? 
"It's the fact that he can main- 
tain that intensity," says long- 
time teammate Johnny Bench, 
former Cincinnati Reds catcher. 
"You can talk about the intel- 
lectual side and the physical 
side," Bench says, "but in order 
to do what he's done, you really 
have to want it." 
One hit away from breaking 
Ty Cobb's all-time record of 4,- 
191 hits going into last night's 
game against San Diego, Rose 
admitted that he was ap- 
proaching an even higher level 
of intensity. 
"Ill be sky high," Rose said of 
his record-breaking attempt. 
"Ill be about 6-fooOf I'll be that 
high off the turf," the 5-11 Rose 
said. 
Rose tied Cobb's 57-year-old 
record with two hits in the final 
game of a six-game road trip in 
Chicago. Both nits were singles. 
His last extra-base hit was a 
two-run homer off Derek Bot- 
elho at Wrigley Field, his second 
of the season and hit No. 4,188 of 
his career. 
HE SAT out Monday night's 
game, a 2-1 Reds' victory over 
the Padres, because a left- 
hander, Dave Dravecky, was 
throwing for San Diego. Right- 
hander LaMarr Hoyt, the 1983 
American League Cy Young 
winner with the Chicago White 
Sox, pitched last night. 
"I would have liked for him to 
get the hit before we got here," 
Hoyt, 13-8, said, "but I'm not 
going to cry about it if he gets it 
off me." 
Monday night's game drew 
29,289 paying customers, about 
6,000 more than the club has 
averaged this year. Riverfront 
Stadium has a capacity of 52,392. 
Last night's game was the 
first sellout at Riverfront since 
opening day. 
"Ill probably get four or five 
at-bats. I hope I get six," be 
said. "I'm not going to try to 
bring in another full house 
Wednesday night, I'll tell you 
that." 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.    j 
The Campus Films Com- 
mittee of the University 
Activities Organization 
would like to apologize to 
the patrons who attended 
either the Friday or Satur- 
day showing of "A Clock- 
work Orange". Friday's 
showing was cancelled 60 
minutes into the film be- 
cause of a burned out 
transformer in the projec- 
tor that filled the projec- 
tionist's booth with 
smoke. 
The problem with the 
sound system at Satur- 
day's showing was also a 
mechanical one beyond 
our control. 
Steps have already 
been taken to get the 
equipment repaired for 
our scheduled features 
this weekend. We hope 
that the difficulties of this 
past weekend will not 
deter you from attending 
future films. 
UAO Campus Films     . 
CREATIVE ARTS PROGRAM WELCOMES 
STUDENTS TO ITS 20TH SEASON 
This year marks the 20th Aniversary Season of the creative arts program at Bowling Green 
State University. The purpose of this non-profit, university sponsored program is to provide 
opportunities for all students to explore the fine arts. Class and private instruction is provided 
in music and dance for university students on a non-credit basis. This means that the student is 
free to study a particular area without having to compete with music or dance majors in juries or 
audition situations and without the pressure of grades. The CAP is here for students who want 
to work at their own pace and level. 
Private instruction is available for all instruments and voice in lessons of 30, 45, or 60 
minutes. Of particular interest this semester are the new offerings in voice, guitar and piano. 
In addition to these new classes, the CAP dance department is providing opportunities for those 
students with the desire to begin in dance as well as our classical ballet offering with Susan 
Zaliouk, guest artist, instructing those students with some previous dance training. 
Complete student course offerings are listed below. Registration can be completed by 
stopping in Room 1003 of the College of Musical Arts between 8:00-5:00 or by calling the CAP 
office at 372-8177. 
COURSE 
STUDENT   OFFERINGS 
Adult Beginning Piano (Mnmumo) 
Tuesday 700800 pm 
2115. Moore MuScd Arts Center 
Instructor lona Kernel 
A baste beginning dano course for anyone who has ever wanted to pfcry 
the piano The dan wi txsjde rhythms, note rearing, boslc theory concepts, 
i-rvrovlsation teefmfc. accompanying «do and ensemble repertoire h a 
variety of styles Fee S75C© 
Boginnlng Ballot into e> 
Monday 600-700 pm 
105. Eppter Norm 
Instructor Carole Kauber 
An Introduction to the dasslcd vyald of bolet Students team fundamental 
barre and center work Atfte block or pr* fights and bolet skppers 
Appropriate leotard Fee: S7S.CO 
Classical Ballot 
Monday and Wednesday 53O-7O0 pm 
105.Eppler North .,     „ 
instructor. Susan Zdtouk. guest artist From the Royal Ballet Company of London 
Empros» wf be placed on advanced botet techrsaue. a»at*ie and chore- 
ography Th» year dosses wl be of spedd Interest and benefit to odors, 
athletes, ond skaters These dosses wl be taught by guest artist. Susan Zotouk. 
former member of the Royd Bolet Company d London ond graduate d the 
Floyd Boset Schod An audtlon Is requrea ond wi be held at the *st dam 
FSJBSBOOO 
SSBHS 
Boglnnlng Guitar (Mtsmum 4) 
Tsne to be arranged 
FJoom to be arranged 
Instructor Vsicenf worg 
Fundamentd giitar techniques and ruoYnents d must are dscussea n a 
smd dass setting Music reading dossed and contemporary popJor gdfar 
muse Is letscled for this Introductory level No previous experience Is necessary 
but a gutter ■ regured Fee S75.CO 
VOlCO Clail PIUS 5 (For :w> students) 
Tine to be arranged 
Room to be arraroed 
Instructors Am Corrlgan Jackie FJcum 
A combtiotlon d O group and 5 povate lessons deegned to rn* good 
Jncsng rablrs and muedonsrsp No previous singing experience * requrea Fee 
PartnOr VOlCO LOSSOnS (For 2 students) 
Ttne to be arranged 
Room to be arranged 
Instructor* Am Cartoon, Jackie Beum 
Partner lessors (students pored by age/abify) are designed to meet » 
dMdud needs m the development d good singing habits (trough breath con- 
trol tone production, and muskSarersb. Foe S7SOO 
POttnOf VOlCO LOSSOnS PIUS 5 (For 2 students on*) 
TVT* to bo arranged 
Room to be arranged 
Irstrijctors Asm CofflgoA Jack** Efcum 
A canfafcxiWon of K) partner tmton ana 5 private leqonr. JooQnod to toocn 
good tfigmg habits and rTu«cfcnhk> Fee SOOOO 
^ 
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PURCHASE 
FREE 
Now through" 
|Wod.,$ept. 18 
BALLOON 
DAYS 
SAVE YOU 
MORE! 
Long Sloove 
Hoodoo* T-Shlrtf I 
VA- Onat for Uttmlng 
ROACHES 
SHORTS $15." 
tog. to $20.** 
SUPER SALE 
*"■   TABLE 
ITEMS ADDED DAILY 
REGISTER FOR 
FREE 
$100. 
SALE TERMS 
CASH - CHECK 
VISA 
MASTERCARD 
ALL SALES FINAL 
HOURS 
MON  &  FRI    9:30-6 
TUES & THURS 
9:30-8:00 
SAT 9:30-5 
CLOSED SUNDAY 
LAKE ERIE 
SPORTS 
522E.WOOSTER 
ACROSS 
FROM FOUNDERS 
MBS* XK» 
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State may include AIDS in health ed. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - State health 
officials, citing what they say is an 
alarming increase in AIDS cases, are 
devising a course to teach public 
school students about the disease and 
how to avoid it. 
Dr. Thomas Halpin, chief of the Ohio 
Health Department's bureau of pre- 
ventive medicine, said a draft of a 
proposed course for sex education and 
health classes will be ready by the end 
of this month. He hopes a school dis- 
trict will offer the course to "young 
adolescents" in a pilot program by 
January 1966 and that the course will 
be   offered   throughout   the   public 
schools by spring. 
Halpin said Monday that there were 
42 AIDS cases reported in Ohio through 
Sept. 1, compared to 46 in all of 1964. 
He expects the number of AIDS cases 
in Ohio to double by next year. 
Halpin said there have now been 1S9 
cases of acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome, or AIDS, reported in Ohio 
since the disease was first identified in 
1981. He said the state has recorded 52 
deaths attributed to AIDS, 27 of them 
last year. 
HALPIN, said the state wants to use junior high and high school classes for 
an education program designed to slow 
the spread of the disease. 
"Philosophically, I don't view this 
course as the ABCs of how not to get 
AIDS," Halpin said. "It's really an 
effort to strip away some of the mys- 
tery of the disease, to show it's an 
infectious process, and to emphasize 
prevention." 
He said the department wants to 
counteract a misconception that AIDS 
afflicts only homosexual men. He said 
it is important to understand AIDS "so 
its victims can be treated with com- 
passion rather than fear." 
Halpin said male and female stu- 
dents should be taught about AIDS. 
Although about 80 percent of Ohio's 
victims have been homosexual men, 
officials believe more women will be 
infected as the outbreak continues. 
State health officials believe Ohio is 
the first state to try to develop an AIDS 
prevention class for schools. 
AIDS is caused by a virus that im- 
pairs the body's ability to fend off 
normally harmless infections, which 
then become potentially fatal condi- 
tions. 
THE VIRUS is present in the blood, 
semen and saliva of people who have 
AIDS. Some people infected with the 
virus appear to be healthy, but health 
officials say that AIDS itself might 
cause a variety of symptoms, such as 
weight loss, fever, night sweats, chills 
or swollen lymph glands. 
Health officials have been working 
with represetatives of the state De- 
partment of Education on a course 
which Halpin said is being designed 
"to make It as least controversial as 
possible." 
2 charged in bogus bill inquiry 
DAYTON (AP) - At least 
$400,000 in counterfeit $10 bills 
have been recovered from the 
garage of a Huber Heights print- 
er's home, where officials say 
bogus bills were printed that 
eventually circulated in at least 
five states. 
Thomas Petry was arrested 
Monday night and charged with 
manufacturing counterfeit 
money, said D. Michael Crites, 
an assistant U.S. attorney. 
Also arrested was Robert 
King Jr. of Camden, who is 
charged with passing coun- 
terfeit currency. 
Both charges carry a maxi- 
mum penalty of IS years in 
prison and a fine of up to $5,000. 
The arrests follow an investi- 
gation that began in August 
when a counterfeit bill was de- 
tected at a Dayton bank. The 
probe is continuing, and two or 
three more arrests are possible, 
said James Christian, a special 
agent from the Cincinnati office 
of the Secret Service. 
"THE QUALITY of the bill is 
what I'd consider good," said 
Christian, who said it appeared 
the operation was independent, 
and not part of a network. 
"It's a small operation only 
BBC** 
Applications will be available to qual- 
ified individuals interested in becoming 
officers of the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities until September 13, 1985, at 
the following locations: 
•Office of Minority Affairs 
424 Student Services Bldg. 
•Minority Student Activities Office 
3rd floor University Union   . 
•Black Student Union Office 
405 Students Services Bldg., Room 408 
•Department of Ethnic Studies 
117 Shatzel Hall 
All applications must be returned by 
noon, Sept. 16 to Minority Student 
Activities Office. 
For more information about these offices and 
the organization as well, there will be an 
INFORMATION NIGHT Wed. & Thurs., 
Sept. 11 & 12, 7 p.m., in the Amani or contact 
Jackie Sanders at 372-4532 or Tony Franklin 
at 372-5701. 
ELECTIONS TUESDAY, SEPT. 17 
because the investigation was 
completed so quickly," Chris- 
tian said, adding there was "a 
lot of potential" in the operation. 
Federal investigators found 
about $30,000 worth of coun- 
terfeiting equipment, including 
plates, negatives, a platemaker, 
and offset press at Petry's ga- 
rage, Crites said. 
Crites believes when all bills 
are counted, there may be mow 
than $1 million worth recoverefl. 
Christian believes another 
press   run   may   have   been 
filanned, to imprint the bills with 
ibers and make them even 
more like the real thing. 
The agent said authorities did 
not know how many bogus bills 
had been passed. 
"There's no doubt there's still 
some out there," he said. 
BAD BILLS have turned up in 
Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Penn- 
sylvania and Indiana. 
Tim Flick, special agent from 
the Dayton office of the Secret 
Service, said the seizure is 
"probably the largest we've had 
in the past year" in this area. 
Christian called counterfeit- 
ing "a problem since the found- 
ing of our country." 
AMERICAN 
CAWSfe$tTY* 
Don t Be Deceived! 
"Confusion, doubt, and bitterness" sometimes seem to camouflage God's 
dear direction and guidance, says Morns Trevithick, a Christian Science 
lecturer scheduled to speak here on September 15th. 
Mr. Trevithick finds in the Biblical narrative of David tuneless evidence of 
man's God-given capacity to effectively see through this "camouflage". 
The Manet Christian Science congregation and the Christian Science 
College Organization on the Bowling Green State University campus are 
sponsoring this free lecture for the community at 4 p.m. in the Moore Musical 
Arts Center, Bryan Recital HaD, at Bowling Green State University. Mr. 
Trevithick, a native of New Zealand now residing in Boston. Massachusetts, 
has devoted many years to the practice of Christian healing. 
In his lecture, "Freedom from Deception," Mr. Trevithick states that "true 
Christianity demands of us the same willingness to trust the unseen power of 
God" that David, the shepherd boy had when he faced and defeated Goliath. 
This deep conviction of God's power, says the lecturer, doesn't always come 
easty. Sometimes, he notes, it requires humble regeneration in the old 
Christian sense, "a vigorous struggle to overcome the selfishness, the pride of 
inteBect, and other stumbling blocks" that seem to keep us from feeling God's 
love and care. But, he adds, "the healing Christ is always present revealing the 
truth we need." 
An urban consultant and Canadian economist prior to entering the healing 
ministry of Christian Science, the lecturer discusses the immense practicality 
of Christ Jesus' teachings in resolving political conflicts as well as personal 
challenges. 
Satellite sent 
to study comet 
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) - 
A drum-shaped satellite, only 
five feet high but carrying 
antennas the length of a foot- 
ball field, was racing at more 
than 46,000 miles an hour yes- 
terday toward the first ren- 
dezvous of a man-made 
object with a comet. 
'We are so close to what we 
aimed for, it's pitiful," Jim 
Elliott, a spokesman for NA- 
SA's Goddard Space Flight 
Center in this Washington, 
D.C. suburb, said in mock 
complaint. 
When the two space travel- 
ers cross paths midway be- 
tween Earth and the sun at 
7:02 a.m. EDT today, Ameri- 
can scientists will have stolen 
some of the glory from their 
Soviet counterparts who have 
two spacecraft en route to 
probe Halley's Comet next 
year. 
The U.S. satellite, sent into 
space in 1978 to study the 
solar wind" - hot, charged 
gases that flow from the sun - 
was diverted in 1983 toward 
today's encounter with the 
comet Giacobini-Zinner. 
The United States decided 
not to spend the money for a 
more ambitious mission to 
the more glamorous Halley's 
Comet, which will be visible 
in March. The Soviets, the 
Japanese and the European 
Space Agency aU are sending 
probes. 
THE SUN-STUDY satel- 
lite, renamed ICE for Inter- 
national Cometary Explorer, 
had already outlived its 
three-year design life and 
sampled the solar wind in 
front of Earth as weU as be- 
hind it. It cost $20 million 
originally, and its new Job is 
budgeted for less than $3 mil- 
lion. 
"This is the third mission 
for this spacecraft," said 
Robert Farquhar, flight di- 
rector for the mission. "It has 
already fulfilled two missions 
and has performed them very 
well. It has already been 
bought and paid for a couple 
of times now, so that Justifies 
us taking this high risk." 
APPLICATIONS 
are now being accepted 
for director positions 
in 
The University 
Activities Organization 
Available positions are: 
Games Director 
Mini-Courses Director 
Publicity Director 
Applications Due 
Monday, Sept. 16 
5:00 
UAO office, 3rd floor, 
Union 
Only prerequisite is good 
academic standing 
call 3722343 for more 
information 
Student Recreation Center 
7,h Annual Triathlon 
Mandatory meetings for 
all participants 
Wednesday. Sept. 11 
and 
Thursday. Sept. 12 
(must attend one meeting) 
8:30 p.m. in SRC Conference Room 
Triathlon date: 
Saturday, October 12 
SUBS $10.98 
$3.59 
$3.29 
•1.99 
$ 1.69 
m & Beautiful 
"ti&jfft- delicatessen 
1068 north main st. 
/ NEXT TO THE \ 352-8434 (UQUORSTORE) 
call for details 
alumni owned and operated 
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Syrian attempt at truce fails 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -New 
fighting broke out at Beirut's 
Bourj el-Barajneh refugee camp 
yesterday despite the efforts of 
Syrian-led teams to enforce a 
cease-fire at the shell-battered 
shantytown. 
It was the sixth day of battles 
between the camp's Palestinian 
defenders and Shiite Moslem 
militiamen who say they are 
trying to gain control of the 
camp to drive the Palestinian 
Liberation Organization  from 
Beirut: 
Syria has been trying to end 
Lebanon's civil war but has been 
wary of direct involvement by 
Syrian troops in Beirut's street 
fighting. But it did send Syrian 
officers to head observer teams 
monitoring a cease-fire. 
It was not clear what trig- 
gered   yesterday's   renewed 
The fighting around the camp, 
which started a week ago was 
unfinished   business   for   both 
sides. The Shiites and the Pales- 
tinians fought each other last 
May and June in five weeks of 
battles in which 600 people were 
killed and 2,500 wounded. 
The latest bout of fighting has, 
by police count, killed at least 53 
and wounded 250. Lebanese se- 
curity officials said at least 60 
Palestinian wounded, some crit- 
ically, are lying in basements in 
the camp waiting to be moved to 
hospitals. 
THE SYRIAN-backed Amal, 
supported by the Lebanese 
Army's 6th Brigade  and its 
tanks, assaulted Bourj el-Baraj- 
neh and the nearby Sabra and 
Chatilla camps in May to smash 
Arafat's efforts to rebuild the 
power base he lost in Israel's 
1982 invasion. 
Syria, once Arafat's ally, 
turned against him and backed a 
rebel faction within the PLO. 
U.S. businesses avoid S. Africa 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Many 
American businesses and banks 
are gradually but steadily pull- 
ing out of South Africa because, 
as one bank spokesman put it, 
they no longer find that country 
"an attractive place to do busi- 
ness." 
"The private market is send- 
ing a much stronger message 
than official sanctions have to 
the South African government 
that their policies are creating 
an economic climate that is un- 
conducive for conducting busi- 
ness," says Jeffrey Schott, 
research associate at the Insti- 
tute for International Econom- 
ics. 
"The compromise sanctions 
coming out of Congress pale by 
comparison to what the private 
sector is doing," Schott says, 
referring to the House-passed 
bill that is now before the Sen- 
ate. On Monday, President Rea- 
gan on his own put into effect 
most of the provisions of that 
measure. 
Hundreds of millions of dol- 
lars in U.S. investments remain 
in South Africa. But government 
figures show an annual decline, 
except in private loans, since 
1961. 
Some of the changes that are 
under way: 
- ENGLELHARD CORP., a 
big New Jersey manufacturer of 
chemical and metallurgical 
products, this year liquidated its 
wholly-owned South African af- 
filiate. The operation had $4.5 
; million in sales in 1963.2 percent 
of the company's total. 
"It was a pure business deci- 
sion, based on the present per- 
formance of that business, the 
growth potential and the overall 
economics   involved."   said 
: spokesman Frank Vitale. j   - Phibro-Salomon Inc., an in- 
vestment   banking   firm,   an- 
nounced   last   month   a 
• withdrawal from South African 
operations. Spokesman Mel Ad- 
ams declined to comment on 
reasons. The company's South 
. African assets had been esti- 
mated at less than $420 million. |  - Coca-Cola  Co. announced 
sale of majority interest in its 
group of South African bottling 
plants to a South African com- 
Kny, though it will continue to 
Id a minority stake. Soft drink 
sales in South Africa have been 
down, spokesman Randy Don- 
aldson said. 
— WEST POINT-Pepperall, a 
Georgia-based textile company, 
sold Its minority interest in a 
South African affiliate to local 
managers for one rand - less 
than 40 cents. "Really there was 
no relationship between the so- 
cial activity there," said spokes- 
man Donald Downs. "It was a 
purely business decision based 
on the fact the operation wasn't 
profitable." 
But while officials of 
companies   withdrawing 
most 
. from 
South Africa said the decisions 
were based on dollars-and-cents 
business judgments, several ac- 
knowledged that political fac- 
tors also came into play. 
"While most of them cite eco- 
nomic reasons, and with good 
reason,... I think it's also just 
fact that politics come into con- 
sideration at some point," says 
Cathy Bowers, an analyst with 
the Investor Responsibility Re- 
search Center Inc., which sur- 
veys U.S. and British business 
activity in South Africa. 
In some cases, the decision to 
end business dealings with South 
Africa was prompted by laws 
discouraging ties with the apart- 
heid regime. 
FOR EXAMPLE, Motorola 
Inc. dropped its sales of two-way 
radios to the South African po- 
lice forces this year in response 
to a New York City ordinance 
barring purchases from firms 
dealing with South Africa, 
spokesman George Grimsrud 
said. The company had no 
choice if it wanted to sell radios 
to New York City. 
Some companies say they are 
firm in their intention to remain 
in South Africa, however. 
"There's been no change; it's 
just business as usual, said 
Cameron Calder, vice president 
of international operations for 
American Cyanamide, the big 
chemical company. Its South 
African affiliates nave 700 em- 
ployees and had 1983 sales of $50 
million. 
The latest jolt was a credit 
pinchoff last week by U.S. banks 
on South African companies. 
The banks are expected to re- 
sume lending money to South 
Africans after that country ends 
a four-month moratorium on 
repaying loans. 
Nonetheless, economists call 
the move the most significant 
step yet to affect private busi- 
nesses in the controversy over 
South Africa's racial policies. 
"POLITICAL AND economic 
issues have tended to merge in 
that country," said John Falb, 
head of the multinational de- 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartments 
AMERICAN 
""SoW 
Call now at 352-1195 
• One Bedroom Furnished 
$225 plus gas and electric 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege to use 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
fl* and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
SELLING AND SALES 
MANAGEMENT CLUB 
N\BGSU< 
SALES \ 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
Wed., Sept. 11th 
Ohio Suite, Union 
7:00 p.m. 
•Meet sales people and sales   • Learn more aoout a career in 
managers. sales. 
•Take trips to exciting places.       •An opportunity for you to Pe- 
come involved. 
•Find out what a sales joP is  •Receive the most up to date 
really like. information on sales careers. 
partment of Republicbank Corp. 
of Dallas. 
"Host American banks that 
have lent money to that country 
are in a wait-and-hold, wait-and- 
see situation," he added. "We 
wouldn't be extending new loans 
until we find out just what the 
South African government in- 
tends to do and now they intend 
to react to the current economic 
situation." 
Chase Manhattan Bank is one 
of many large institutions that 
wont lend money to the govern- 
ment of South Africa or govern- 
ment-owned corporations. 
Because of racial turmoil, the 
Bank of Boston no longer finds 
South Africa "an attractive 
place to do business," says 
spokesman Wayne Taylor. He 
acknowledges pressure from 
anti-apartheid U.S. customers. 
"I would be disingenuous if I 
said that didn't enter into our 
thinking," he says. 
Commerce Department fig- 
ures show U.S. business invest- 
ment in South Africa, apart 
from loans, was $1.8 billion at 
the end of 1964, down from $2.3 
billion at the end of 1963 and a 
high of $2.6 billion in 1961. 
Bugs, friends 
immortal in art 
NEW YORK (AP) - Ssshh. 
Be ve-wy, ve-wy quiet. You're 
in the Museum of Modern Art 
- and it's wabbit season. 
There they all are, cheek to 
fuzzy jowl on the museum's 
walls - Picasso, Van Gogh, 
Degas, Yosemite Sam, Fog- 
horn Leghorn, Daffy, Speedy, 
Tweety, Elmer and ... Bugs 
Bunny. 
It's the 50th anniversary of 
Warner Bros. Looney Tunes 
and Merrie Melodies car- 
toons, which combined the 
bite of adult satire with child- 
like sight gags and belly 
laughs as none before or 
since. 
The museum is paying 
homage to these cartoons, 
recognizing them as the art 
works that they truly are, in a 
special exhibit tided "That's 
NOT All, Folks!" 
On bind for the show's 
opening yesterday were Fritz 
Freleng, 79, and Chuck Jones. 
73 - names any Bugs buff 
instantly recognizes as long- 
time animators of the whole 
stable of Warner Bros, char- 
acters. Freleng. in addition, 
created the Pink Panther af- 
ter Warner closed its internal 
animation department in 
1963. Both are doing only oc- 
casional cartooning these 
days. 
THEIR FAVORITE? No 
surprise, really. 
"We both favor Bugs 
Bunny," said Jones. "He's 
the kind of character I'd like 
to be. Bugs became a sort of 
male Dorothy Parker, always 
quick with the one-liner." 
The exhibit includes early 
sketches from the 1930s, when 
Freleng, Jones and the other 
underpaid, wisecracking an- 
imators toiled unobtrusively 
in what they dubbed "termite 
terrace," a back-alley build- 
on the old Warner movie fie 
The museum exhibit shows 
the cartoons in their forma- 
tive stages, from pencil 
drafts to vivid color. 
There are sketches of rar- 
ely seen oldies from the 
World War II days when Bugs 
and Daffy worked shifts with 
Rosie the Riveter or shot 
down German planes. 
And there's a color sketch 
of perhaps the greatest car- 
toon of all, "One Froggy Eve- 
ning," a tele of what happens 
to a man who believes he has 
found his pot of gold in a frog 
who sings "Hello, My Baby" - 
but only when the mood 
strikes him. 
IN THE golden era of car- 
tooning from the 1930s 
through '50s, Freleng re- 
called, six-minute cartoons 
cost about $10,000 to make. 
Today cartoons made with 
the same time, care and skill 
would cost about $1,000 a sec- 
ond - about $360,000. That 
pricetag, along with the de- 
mise of the movie double fea- 
ture and short subject 
explains why they don't make 
them like that anymore. 
But a cartoon fanatic can- 
not live by art exhibits alone. 
The museum will run uncut, 
uncensored Warner Bros, 
cartoons Saturdays and Sun- 
days through Jan. 26. 
As an added bonus for mu- 
seum-goers, Jones spent last 
weekend doodling his charac- 
ters all over the museum's 
walls in magic marker. 
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DELTA ZETA 
CONGRATULATES 
IT'S NEW INITIATES 
Eva Antoniw 
JoAnn Blaskis 
Debbie Bowman 
Suzanne Demastes 
Amy Jo Frederick 
Donna Gretz 
Beth Johnson 
Lori Pierce 
LOTS OF LOVE 
YOUR 
DEE ZEE 
SISTERS 
K—H- 
}er< y f 
It's Derby Days! 
SIGMA CHI 
COME IN AND JOIN THE FUN FOR A GOOD CAUSE 
HAPPY HOURS SCHEDULE 
Weds. Sept. 11 UPTOWN 8-12 p.m. 
THURS. SEPT. 12 COLLEGE STATION 8-12 p.m. 
FRI. SEPT. 13 MARK'S 6-9 p.m. 
SAT. SEPT. 14 BEER BLAST 8-12 p.m. 
N.E. Commons 
All proceeds to American Cancer Society and 
The Wallace Village for Children 
■fr************^**^*******^*^ 
GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS TODAY! 
7^^^W^W^^^^^^^^^W^W^WWWw^W^W^77Wv777777777wv77777^7^77W^7777w^^^^7777^ 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
American Chemical Society 
Student AhTaal.ee - 1st Muling 
Rm  502 Pheyical Sciences BuNWtg 
7 00 pm . Thut Sept  12. 1M5 
Anyone kaeroetod In aciencee welcome 
APICS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
BA LOBBY 
SEPTEMBER 5 13 
9 A M -4 P.M. 
JON TODAY 
ATTENTION ALL PRE-MEO. PRE-DENT1STRY. 
PRE-VETEPJNARY. AND PRE-OPTOMETRY 
STUDENTSi AED. ALPHA EPSILON DELTA, IS 
THE CAMPUS ORGANIZATION REPRESENT 
INO YOUR INTERESTS OUR FIRST MEETING 
WILL BE WED SEPT 11 AT 6 00 p.m IN 
204 LSC COME MAKE A SUNDAE AND 
LEARN WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU! 
Attention at with an nterest in Computers. Tha 
1st ACM Muling w* be Wad 9/1 at 7:30 In 
100 «eyes Hal Refreshments > SPECIAL 
RAFFLE   AlWelcoma 
COME DISCOVER THE NEW FMA 
THE FASHION MERCHANDISING   ASSOCIA- 
TION IS HOLDING ITS FIRST MEETING TO- 
NIGHT   AT   1:00   IN   McFALL   CENTER.   ALL 
I1AJOWS WELCOME.  
FMA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
SEPT. 12.11, 14. HOME EC. BUHOtNG. DUES 
HOP OPEN TO ALL MAJORS.  
SELLING AND SALES MANAGEMENT CUM 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
WEDNESOAY, SEPT. 11, 7:00 P.M. 
 OMW SUITE, UWON  
Tha Spank* Club w*l hava «e Ural meaahg 
TTiuraday September 12 In Via Capitol Room In 
t» Union Iran 8-9 30 p.m.  
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSMP - 
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IP Al majors. 
Ki craon. ichokraNp a east 11 lob contacts 
David Hoard Irani ma Washington CanMr »■ 
Ml you aboul rternehee In WaaNngton. DC 
- THUR8.. SEPT. 19 AT 3:30 pm TOWN 
ROOM. UMON  For mora Into  contact 372- 
8202, 231 AdmrtattaPon BMg  
A Roan Hastens service wB be held In Proul 
Chapel on Monday SapMmbar 1 e, at 3:00 p.m 
For further MrOrmaaon conlacl Bruoa KorBer, 
coordinator of tha Jewish Students Group. 
364-84 20. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST. Bex* UMi w< wht. cotar about 4 
month! ord II lound plaaaa cal Aim Maria at 
353 9201  REWARD 
PoglioPs 
'4*Lim^K^      Plzza * Pa8,a * SuDs 
I      IJ/S^     945 S.Maln      3527571 U^ 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 oz. plastic collectors Coke Mug 
full of Coke free^Of^r UpiiteO^hite sucDlia lyt. 
50< off any 
Pasta Dinner 
PAGLIAIS We Deliver 
352-7571 
MHWI3 SLUE WmOBREAKER S PRESCaaP- 
TKJN SUNOLAtlEl IN POUCH. PLEASE 
LEAVE  GLASSES  AT UNION  INFO DESK. 
MAP* vMLMORE, SM-TSOS.  
Loal Hrln goal Bubva watch with double 
chain bracelet Cal 3527020. 
RIDES 
Feds naadad to BQ horn Cleveland araa Sunday 
September 16 CM 364-3406.  
RUe daeperatety needed to Cokjmbua area. 
weekend ol 9/13 Cal Renee al 354-1816. 
CARPOOL WANTED - WEST OR SOUTH 
TOLEDO. 8-6 MF 
CALLLMDA 2-2183 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Lades  Entoy  Happy  ute-3ucceoe OeeuWm 
SUnl Its al yours Free Report Mr Happiness 
Bo»223. All Sprge. FT. 32716  
FOUTS TYPING 
H.page (OS) on campus pick-up 4:00 p.m. 
889-2579  
LSAT ' MCAT ' GMAT ' ORE 
• CPA REVIEW " 
STATE NURSING BOARDS — NCLEX 
KPALAN EDUCATIONAL -ENTER 
No. 1 ti TEST PREPARATION 
|419) 538-3701 TOLEDO. OH 
Have you heard "THE SYSTEM"? We set tha 
standards tor musical entertainment  Compel 
■he rates  Light show  QuaKy sound Cal ua 
tor your next bash Phone: 363-4706. ask tor 
Dam 
"THE SYSTEM" DISC JOCKEY SERVICE 
PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL 
Free pickup a ceavery 
 362-7318  
Ruttss's Sewing and Alterations 
Everything must be clean 
  Phone 352-7288  
ORIENTATION SOARO 
APPLICATIONS DUE 
FRPAY, SEPTEMBER 11, it 
Cheryl sod Deb. 
Thanks tor ha Beer N- 
lerrHc coechee. and for 
-perky Dree. 
ma Betas 
being such 
ua such a 
CONGRATULATIONS AMY PIESEN ON YOUR 
DZ-THETA CM LAVAUERMQ TO BLAKE 
CUSHME1 WE'RE SO HAPPY FOR YOUI 
LOVE, YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS 
lofPNMu. 
You era the beat — you made my job so simple 
- couktn't have dona » wUhout you! 
Al my love. Alois  
TACO TACO TACO 
1 tar SIM from S-11 p.m. 
EVERY WEDNESOAY NtOHT 
MAM ST. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES tram $1 
|U Repair) Also deexsjont tax property 
CM 1 -805-887-8000 Ext GH 9849 tor into 
PERSONALS 
A bkj lhank-you goes out to Dana Johnson and 
Susan Grimes lor such a successful Dana Zets 
Rush1 We got the beat 35 pledgee we could 
hava asked tori Thanks and Love. 
Your Delta Zeta Setters  
ALPHA GAMS, 
Thanks tor a or sel tea and a arid time on Friday 
night, can't wan to do it agami 
the BETAS  
Alpha Xla — ConrjraajkMonson winning the Phi 
Pal-Alpha Chi Bathtub Races Span Award 
Keep up Bar good workl  
Phi Kappa Psi Bathtub Race 
on video tonight 
starling at 10:00 pm 
No cover charge 
Wed raw a aa» taco night wWi 3/S1 00 
MAIN ST. 352-3703 
Ubbey Koopmger. 
Congrssjaeone on your Sigma Alpha Mu k> 
vMermg to Stave Sat 
Love, your Alpha« Setters  
MQMT CLUB - Expand your proteeelonal 
norttonal Sign up now «i the BA lobby Regie- 
Haaon: Sept. 4 through Sept 13. 9 00-4 30. 
Mknare Nemee: <^ngrakastiona on your new 
USD Cabinet position — Academic Affairs 
Coordinator We're so proud of youl 
Love. 
your Pee Gee Saaere  
ISKEKAL 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY FROM THE JAFOS 
BLL. JOHN, ROB, ANO MHQY 
OLD TIME PHOTO CJ»„ 
This Is not the way we wanted things to turn 
out. You needed a Mend and I Isll I've let you 
deem. Yen know I need you but maybe 
dreams were made to never come true. I'm 
seny. 
CtlUamil  
PamGunter, 
Congraaaalona on your engagement to Law 
Bechtol' Beat of luck h the Mure. 
Love. Your Roomie, Jane  
Pern Gunter, 
You gukksi You're Mrlfflcl Keep thinking ol 
those wsakendal And don't be suparatMoua 
about Friday 131h! Thinking of you always 
Your Fiance, Law  
Petl, I tried lo get you a Was Irom Mk* Jagger 
but he wasn't evoeebfe 11 oouldn't Hvd a washer 
In your aba. But don't you worry. Boaoo 1 I 
decided youl hava a happy birthday anyway. 
Happy 21st I LOVE YAM "L".  
PHDELTS, 
CONGRATULATIONS ON WlfNNQ THE PHI 
PSI BATHTUB RACE I KNEW YOU GUYS 
CULD DO ffl LOVE. GRENOA 
Sea our new Una of sorority Name-picture 
kauea -key chains-pin pekyws -wrapplnge - 
seekers, etc Jeana N-Things. 531 Ridge Si 
open anas ■ 8:00  
ORIENTATION SOARO 
APPLICATIONS DUE 
FRsOAY, IIPTEMSaTR 11, IS—  
THE SROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
THEIR NEW V.P. EUC WEISHEIT 
ANO CHAIRMEN: 
PA — OAVIO EDMUNDS 
ATHLETIC - TIM CUNE 
aVWTHBIHOOO - DAVE COX 
SCHOLARS'BP    -    DAVE    PATTON   and 
BARKY BURQLER 
 STEREO- MARK FRgUNO  
The Chub Oub. 
The beat and only pane to be after hour*' 
You're real awaattea and we love you at. 
From Spanky I and the LT Raacaail  
THE OEE ZEES WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE 
PI KAPS ANO THE SK3 EPS FOR THE FAN- 
TASTIC TEA LAST SATUROAYi WE BEAT THE 
HEAT ANO STARTED OFF THE NEW SCHOOL 
YEAR WITH A BANG! YOU GUYS ARE GREAT? 
LOVE, THE DEE ZEES  
The Kappas wouto fce to thank Phi Psi coaches 
Bran nevoncreft and  Mate  Taylor tor their 
snUliaasam and epW during, t»» Bawl Bib Race! 
The Setters of Kappe Kappa Gemma wuxj ale to 
congratulate 
Jermy Booth on her engagement lo Bi Butock 
Cindy Shook on her pre-engagement to Tom 
We wish you the Deal I  
WANTED - A sweet. rawaTnasg, sensitive, 
attractive Israels. Age 11-22. Reason — Help 
me Uve my Hfe. Contact NELS M 341 Brom- 
held.  
Which sorority has the moat apr»7 
Kappa Kappa Gamma does! Lets stay   way 
hor Kappas!  
TACO TACO TACO 
1 tor 11.00 horn H1 p.m. 
EVERY WEDNESOAY NrOMT 
MAIN ST. 
QCIVERNMENT JOBS $18.040-$59.230ryr. 
Now Hang.   Cal  1-806-887-8000   Ext   R- 
9849 lor current lederal let.  
PRAM MAROaNl needs stall members tor 
me 1986-08 school year. BFA students and 
hualnoea Technology students are eepecaay 
welcome Wednesday. September 11, 7 30 
pm , 200 Moeety Hal Cat 362-3683 tor 
iwore IsYaiaasoii.  
Phi Beta Lambda 
lulura Dueinees leaders 
Membership drive In BA lobby 
come tofn ma nation's largeal and 
moat proleseionel organization 
Over 1 naaon membera Stop 
by the BA looby and check 
ua out. If Utereeted 362-1480 
NO ONE LEAVES KOHL HALL ALONEII 2nd 
NEW ESCORT SERVICE. ANYONE - ANY- 
TIME - ANYWHERE ON CAMPUSI NO 
CHAROEI CALL 2-M42 FOR »*0. COURESY 
OFTKB. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address 
Phone # 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bilHno purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Classification In which you wish your ad to sppsar: 
      Campus & City Events* 
       Lost & Found 
       Rides 
       Services Offered 
Personals 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
'Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Dates of Insert ton 
Total number ol days. 
Mai to: (On or Off-Campus MaH) 
The BQ News 
214 West Hal BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2801 
ACROSS 
1 Abundant 
5 U , Milaino 
10 Zar«go2i'i rhi«r 
14 Yas lr>3*j#jdy 
15 Ttndtwaroai 
16 Vanatian blind 
leal u re 
17 Po^lwhoise 
languagahaa 
valuf? 
IS important 
name m Onto 
20 Qrimacaof 
disdain 
21 r*oa«of Se#Q#r 
?2 Outside 
Comb 'orm 
23 " II Born" 
25 Annoy 
20 Intontrona 
30 Shlpwonn 
32 NVCoc8F 
35 Go ahead 
37 DoleorHtmr 
30 Soprano 
TaXMMI 
40 Livorno lemon 
41 Talk out of turn 
43 Some sale 
nsm 
44 Actress Grant 
45 Go-oeller * 
usually 
47 Ending with like 
or same 
48 Compels 
50 Dull metallic 
sound 
52 Calvados 
capital 
54 Ortttad 
55 Baaulys suitor 
eoOffanoed 
61 A tall chap. 
thia poet? 
63 General 
Wingate 
64 " hand you 
cannot see 
Ttefc*lt 
•9 apwmontl 
66 Two ola kind 
67 Cluttered 
66 Mlghtlmaol 
DOWN 
1 Competes at 
Hunlev 
2 Sacred knaoa 
4 London park 
5 Memphis lo 
Baton Rouge 
dlr. 
6 Took over 
7 Owing (with 
■In") 
6 Cannea com- 
munications 
0 Tennis name o( 
lame 
10 Organic 
compound 
11 English jurist 
named lor 
obakf-lan? 
12 Kon-Tikl 
13 A Kiemperer 
16 Madrid Mra 
24 Reliable 
25 Slyle ol a Gree* 
column 
26 Month to be in 
Parts 
27 A Forsyte 
28 Italian 
composer Irom 
Varrnofrt? 
20 Rocky height 
31 Ponce  
33 Drakes 
domains 
34 Curl, lor one 
36 Musical piece 
36 Theban deity 
42 Fence of I 
43 Smears 
46 Puts Straight 
49 alia 
51 British honor 
Abtor 
52 Mine* 
53 Halo of sons 
54 Svelte 
56 Dashing style 
57 Aa well 
58 Hernandode 
50 Might be 
identical'' 
62 Wray of films 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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WAHTSO: 1 FEMALE TO SUBLEASE A NICE 
APA*TTMtNT M UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR 
FALL SEMESTER. CALL SU-4M1 FOR DC 
TAJLS. 
2 rmei teamed to ahere house Own bedroom 
need to tumlali your own room  363-0110. 
I am the victim ol a hit & run accident The car 
who Nt mine a baje end ie demeged on me right 
front bumper and/or lender. Reward « lound 
362-613S 
I NEED A KICKBOXING PARTNER - MEDIUM 
TO FULL CONTACT BOXING SKILLS A MUST 
ALONG WTTH YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT CALL 
2-5626. 
1 Female roonaraaa Good location Cal 362 
34SS. 
HELP WANTED 
Bebyemer needed   MWF  8-1030.   R 8-1 
» cal 362-48S6. neleieiiee required 
Drivers Needed Musi have own car and be 18 
or older Apply si person at Obenedettoe Sub 
Me Quick between 2-4 p.m Monday through 
Friday. No 
Need part erne bebyemer 3 days per week 
Slop by 326 E Marry SI evenings between 
MsrkeSng poelttone avaleble. Repioy ex 
pended cable TV company la searching lor sett 
motivated mdMouaie lo work In the sales 1 
marketing department Ful & part Hme puaaXliai 
svsiable Must be neat A personable Ratable 
traneportatton required. Cal Kafhy al 876- 
S631. 
Seeking experienced babysitter lor evenings 
weekends and Thursdays. Plaaaa cal Mra 
Buchanan al 823-3315 Must neve car 
SSSSSSWANTEDSSSSSS 
Travel enthusieats wanted lo 
Join the naaon's moat reputable 
Campua Rep. Sales Team. Earn 
uremrted commiealone snd FREE 
trips promoting Ski t Beach tripe 
Cal SUNCHASE TOURS INC. Today! 
I-800-321-6911 
REWARD - Free Up lo Deytone plus commie 
eon money. WANTED: organized group or 
bidMduBl to promote tha number one Spring 
Break trip to Deytona N you are Interested m 
our reward eel 414-781 -0466 or 1.800-453- 
•074. anmirjalaljl Or write Deelgnera ol 
Travel, N. 48. W. 13334 Weal Hampton Ave.. 
Menomonee Fees. Wl 53061 
Experienced altter needed lor occeeonel eve 
Wnga. Plisn celJB at 364-7768 
CHRUCH CMC* DIRECTOn 
Orel Chneban Church 
IDieclples ol Chrlsti 
Heetuna el Poe Roads. Inquire 9:00 a m -3 30 
pm, Phone 3S4 3989 
Attention Dietary Students 
We now have perl time operange in our dietary 
dapt. We can work around your school ached' 
ua Please apply Merle Cera Center. 308 W 
Wooaasr. 363-7861.  
Caen our houee once e week/It needs KI 
352-8346 
We need a babyertter Thura evee. 6 Seturdey 
and/or Sunday aflemoona lo care tor 4 month 
old 382-8348. 
Experienced enter needed lor 2 Monday 
BHaffsOOais, occsaStonai mornlnga Refereocsse 
raquaad Cal 362-5486 efter Thursday cal 
352-3158. 
FOR SALE 
Poroh Sale 478 S Church SI Coeta. shoes 
pants, books. HeliumenU. domeeDce Sale a 
Thureday. Friday. Seajday 
Mobes home, 2 bdrma., apptancea 
N   ol BO   neoeonabta   882-2811   or 882 
1145. 
B) II True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through 
tie US government? Gat the rede today' Cal 
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 1784 
Brick ranch. 2 scrss. 3 r 
6484 or 688-3134 
l west ol BG 352 
1986 Kaw 900 Nin|a 3100 mess $4,000 or 
beat oiler. Must eel' Cal 435-5272 or 436- 
4632  Aak tor Ken 
1968 Buk* Skyevk 350 Dark blue, brand new 
area, eanauet. battery, brakaa. No ruat — rune 
great, perfect school oar! $986 or beet offer 
372-5040 
For Sate   Pletlomubunk bed with or without 
motlreee. Ureversty approved Cal 354-8486 
75 Audi Fox wBh 1880 engine  Good condi- 
tion  $800 Phone 353-8706. 
1972 Gremln. 3 epd Very dependable 
Must sal $325 or beat oiler. 
363-0871 
Royal Office Meeler Typewriter 
2 years. $100 00 or beet oner 
Cal Beth, 352-9600 
1976 SILVER SCnOCOO. AIR COND . AL 
LOY WHEELS, FOG LIGHTS, NO RUST. RE 
CENTLY PAINTED. WORKS GREAT! $2,200 
TEL. 362-3287 
Basal dorm retrtgeretor   Brsnd new 
$85 00 Cal evanUga 352-2347. 
Aakmg 
FOR SALE COLOR TV.H EXCELLENT CON- 
OmON (ONE YEAR OLD) WTTH REMOTE 
CONTROL NCLUDiea T V. TABLE ASKING 
FOR $250 OR BEST OFFER CALL AMRO OR 
ROBERT AT 362-1820 EXT 213 OH 217 
New eofl frame Idd-out aofa bed. $75 Stereo 
eati am/tm. 8 track, lumtable $ 2 speakers. 
$75 Cal 362-1298. 
FOR SALE XEROX 820-1 personal computer 
St.600 00 FIRM Contact 137)2-7267 or 
362-1071 
Red Velvet High Beck Living Room Char In 
good condSbn, $80, 382-0640  
FOB RENT 
3 room basement efficiency apartment with 
ukaan pad Also. 2 bedroom apartment close 
lo Urwvertey. 362-5822 
WANTED ROOMMATE FOR FALL AND/OR 
SPRING SEMESTER LOCATEO CORNER OF 
6S1 ANO WOH - MT VERNON APTS. CALL 
354-7710 ASK FOR PAUL OR BBJ- 
Sub axasa aperlmenl at 222 S Coeege 
Contact Naalove Apia . S Mew. 362-5620 
J& WHAT IS CPR? 
CPR, or cardiopulmonary resuscita- 
tion, is an emergency lifesaving tech 
nique used by one or two people to 
artificially maintain another person's 
breathing and heartbeat in the event 
the functions suddenly stop. CPR 
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing 
and chest compressions to keep 
oxygen-rich blood flowing to the 
victim's brain until an emergency 
service with advanced life support is 
available Contact your local Ameri- 
can Heart Association for more 
<n,°™«™ American 
"•q" Assentation 
